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The goal of this paper is to reassess the standard view that (transitive) vPs are
phases alongside CPs. We summarize several arguments that document systematic
locality asymmetries between CPs and vPs, all of which single out CPs as locality
domains but not vPs. These asymmetries receive a principled explanation if CPs
are phases but vPs are not. At the same time, the literature has presented a number
of strong arguments that vP is a phase alongside CP, which then require reanalysis. We focus particularly on three such arguments: (a) ké-morphology in Dinka;
(b) meN-deletion in Indonesian; and (c) kè-morphology in Defaka. These three arguments have been taken as clear evidence that elements that are extracted out
of a vP must pass through an intermediate landing site below CP. We propose a
reanalysis of these facts that does not appeal to vP phasehood but instead derives
the intermediate movement step from the need to leapfrog over an intervening
DP. Drawing on recent proposals about the principles that govern the behavior of
complex probes, C in these languages can only attract the closest element, requiring leapfrogging for extraction of other elements. Evidence for this shift away from
rigid locality domains like vP phases to an intervention account comes from (i) the
observation that these morphological effects do not appear with all extraction out
of vP and (ii) that these effects may arise in domains higher than vP. We then show
that a minimality-based account does not extend to arguments for CP phasehood
and we conclude that the most principled explanation for this asymmetry is that
CPs are phases but vPs are not.

1. Introduction
According to standard phase theory (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2008), syntactic structure is subject
to periodic Spell-Out (or Transfer), which renders it unavailable for further syntactic processes
(the Phase Impenetrability Condition or PIC). 1 This notion of phase does not, in and of itself,
determine which domains count as phasal (and equivalently, which heads constitute phase
heads). The question is empirical in nature. The traditional view (Chomsky 2000, 2001 and
much subsequent work) holds that CPs and (transitive) vPs are phases, at least in the verbal domain, but more recently a number of alternatives has been explored in the literature, including
that every phrase is a phase (Bošković 2002, Boeckx 2003, Müller 2004, 2010, 2011, Boeckx
and Grohmann 2007; see also Manzini 1994 and Takahashi 1994), that every syntactic operation constitutes a phase (Epstein and Seely 2002), that phasehood is determined contextually
1 There exist at least two widely adopted version of the PIC. One is that the phase complement is spelled out once the
next-higher head is merged (Chomsky 2000); the other is that Spell-Out takes place when the next-higher phase head
is merged (Chomsky 2001). We will tentatively assume the former version here but our key claim that vP is not a
phase at all is not specifically tied to one choice over the other.
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(Bošković 2005, 2014, Den Dikken 2007, Gallego and Uriagereka 2007a,b, Takahashi 2010,
2011), and that CP is a phase but vP is not (Grano and Lasnik 2018, Keine 2020a,b, Poole
2020). Across these proposals, there is broad (though not universal, see Den Dikken 2017)
consensus that CP is a phase, a view that goes back to Chomsky (1973, 1977, 1981). But the
identity and distribution of other phase heads (e.g., vP, DP, PP) is less securely established
and hence more controversial.
In this paper, we focus on the status of vP as a phase. In section 2, we summarize arguments in the recent literature that document various systematic locality asymmetries between
CPs and vPs, which remain unexplained if CPs and vPs are on par as locality domains qua
phases. Interestingly, all of these asymmetries have in common that CP constitutes a locality
domains for a process but vP does not. Attributing phasal status to CP but not vP offers a
simple and principled account of this overarching pattern. In the absence of independent, nonphase-related, motivation for these locality differences between CP and vP, these differences
therefore raise important questions about the phasality of vP.
But attributing phase status to CPs but not to vP comes with its own challenges. The literature has presented a number of strong arguments that vP is a phase alongside CP (e.g.,
that both may be the landing site of successive-cyclic movement; see Abels 2012, Citko 2014,
Georgi 2014, Van Urk 2020a,c, among others). The crucial question we face, then, is how to
reconcile these arguments with the CP–vP asymmetries we observe in other domains. The goal
of this paper is to critically examine these arguments and propose that they do not, after all,
require vP to be a phase. In section 3, we argue that at least some standard arguments for vP
phases are too weak to clearly implicate phasehood because, as a matter of principle, they only
show that it is possible to move through an intermediate landing site, not that such movement
is obligatory. This state of affairs can be derived without appeal to phasehood. In section 4–6,
we then focus on three arguments that are not subject to this objection: (a) ké-morphology
in Dinka in section 4; (b) meN-deletion in Indonesian in section 5; and (c) kè-morphology in
Defaka in section 6. All three arguments have been taken as clear evidence that elements that
are extracted out of a vP must pass through [Spec,vP], in support of vP phases. We propose
a reanalysis of these facts that does not appeal to vP phasehood. While our analyses differ
in certain respects across these three case studies, there is an important unifying theme. We
agree that these case studies indeed involve an intraclausal intermediate landing site (which,
we argue, is not [Spec,vP] in all cases), but we propose that the need for this landing site is
not the effect of vP phases. Instead, we adopt the independently motivated idea that C in certain languages may only attract the structurally closest DP (Keenan and Comrie 1977, 1979,
Comrie and Keenan 1979, Aldridge 2004, 2008a, Rackowski and Richards 2005, Branan and
Erlewine 2020, Coon, Baier and Levin to appear). This restriction has the important consequence that if any DP other than the structurally highest one is to be A-moved, it must first
move to a position above the highest DP (generally the external argument). Thus, we argue
that such movement is not due to vP phasehood but rather due to intervention by a higher DP.
The move from vP phases to intervention allows us to understand various otherwise puzzling
properties of these effects. First, in Indonesian, the effect arises only with DP extraction, not
with PP extraction (a similar, though more limited asymmetry holds in Dinka). The fact that
not all moving elements are treated the same favors an intervention account over a phase ac-
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count. Second, the Defaka evidence indicates that the location effect is higher than vP. This is
problematic for an account in terms of vP phases, and it is more readily amenable to an intervention analysis: if the highest DP is located in TP, then it follows that intermediate movement
over this DP target a projection at least as high as TP.
Finally, in section 7 we ask whether an intervention reanalysis of the kind we develop
for vP could also be applied to CPs, potentially rendering the concept of phases as a whole
unnecessary. We argue that this is not possible because CPs show the relevant locality effects
even in the absence of an intervener. Thus, we conclude that CPs are phases (hence Spell-Out
domains) but vPs are not, mirroring the CP–vP locality asymmetries just mentioned.

2. Asymmetries between CPs and vPs
Treating vPs as phases alongside CPs leads to the expectation that vPs have the same phaselocality effect as CPs. There is a growing body of evidence that indicates that this is not the
case, in that CPs exhibit certain locality effects that vPs (including transitive vPs, i.e., v*Ps)
systematically lack. To the extent that these locality effects are the result of phases, such
differences cast doubt on the view that CPs and vPs are parallel in their phasal status. In what
follows, we provide an overview of these CP–vP locality asymmetries.
Locality of φ-agreement: The first difference concerns the locality of φ-agreement (Keine
2020b:272–278). This asymmetry is based on a crosslinguistic generalization that Polinsky
(2003) and Bobaljik (2008) identify for long-distance agreement (LDA). According to this generalization, LDA may target the edge of an embedded CP clause but not material that is more
deeply embedded (see Bruening 2001, Polinsky and Potsdam 2001, Branigan and MacKenzie
2002). This is quite plausibly a CP-phase effect. Once the matrix φ-probe enters the structure,
only the edge of the embedded clause is accessible, imposing a principled limit on the distance
of LDA (see (1)). Keine (2020b) reasons that if vP is a phase, we expect it to likewise limit
LDA to its edge. Based on evidence from Hindi-Urdu, Keine (2020b) argues that this is not the
case. Instead, we find φ-agreement that crosses an arbitrary number of vPs (but still cannot
cross a CP), as schematized in (2).
(1)

[ T[u φ] … [CP (DP[φ] ) [TP … (DP[φ] ) … ] ] ]

(2)

[ T[u φ] … [vP … [vP … [vP … DP[φ] … ] ] ] ]

#

An example of (2) is provided in (3). LDA is possible here (the slight degradation is due to
the center embedding). (3) uses an idiom as in this idiom the embedded object and agreement
controller Pratap-kii khuub marammat ‘Pratap’s many repairs’ resists movement. Keine (2020b)
furthermore argues that the agreement is established between the matrix T and the embedded
object directly rather than mediated via the intervening verbs (also see Bhatt 2005) and that
the embedded clauses contain vP projections. Because the agreement controller independently
resists movement on the idiomatic interpretation, LDA must cross these vP projections.
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(3) ?Ram-ne [vP [vP Pratap-kii khuub marammat kar-nii
] shuruu kar-nii
]
Ram-erg
Pratap-gen lot
repair.f.sg do-inf.f.sg start
do-inf.f.sg
caah-ii.
want-pfv.f.sg
‘Ram wanted to start giving Pratap a good beating.’ (lit. ‘Ram wanted to start doing
Pratap’s many repairs.’)
[Keine 2020b:277, ex. (437)]
The observation that vPs are in principle transparent to φ-agreement across them whereas CPs
categorically are not poses a clear challenge to the view that vP is a phase alongside CP. If
phases constrain φ-agreement, then (2) is unexpected. If phases do not constrain φ-agreement
(e.g., Bošković 2007), then the locality effect in (1) can no longer be attributed to phases
and would require a novel locality constraint that only applies to CPs and essentially mimics
the properties of phases, an undesirable result. Keine (2020b:278–280) documents the same
asymmetry for wh-licensing in Hindi. If CP is a phase but vP is not, such contrasts are precisely
what is expected.
Locality of phase-bounded movement: Grano and Lasnik (2018) propose that certain movements cannot proceed successive-cyclically but must proceed in one-fell-swoop (e.g., gapping,
QR, too/enough-movement). Such movements are therefore phasebounded, and they ordinarily
cannot leave a CP (in some cases they can, and Grano and Lasnik 2018 propose that in these
configurations CP does not act as a phase). What matters for our concerns here is that such
movements are not obstructed by vPs at all. Grano and Lasnik (2018:486–490) conclude that
the most principled theory of this asymmetry is one where CP is a phase but vP is not.
Locality of negative concord and NPI licensing: Other dependencies that are subject to syntactic
locality exhibit an analogous pattern: they may not cross a CP boundary but they may cross
a vP. Examples include negative concord (Zeijlstra 2004, 2012) and licensing of strong NPIs
(see Giannakidou and Zeijlstra 2017 and the references therein).
(4)

a.

Gianni non ha [vP telefonato a nessuno ].
Gianni neg has
called
to nobody
‘Gianni didn’t call anybody.’

[Zeijlstra 2004:130, ex. (50a)]

b. *Gianni non ha detto [CP che ha telefonato a nessuno ].
Gianni neg has said
that has called
to nobody
‘Gianni didn’t say that he called anybody.’
(5)

a.

[Zeijlstra 2012:520, ex. (53)]

Mary didn’t [vP talk to any student at all ].

b. *Mary didn’t say [CP that they talked to any student at all ].
Locality of dependent-case assignment: Poole (2020) argues that dependent-case assignment
may not cross a CP but that it may cross a vP. This asymmetry can be derived if CP is a phase,
but vP is not (Poole 2020:40–41).
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Intermediate gaps in sentence processing: Gibson and Warren (2004) argue that intermediate
landing sites created by successive cyclicity facilitate filler retrieval in online sentence processing. Keine (2020a) compares the effect of crossing a CP and of crossing a vP on such
facilitation. He finds that while crossing a CP facilitates filler retrieval, crossing a vP does not.
He then suggests that this asymmetry receives a principled explanation if CP is a phase (hence
requiring an intermediate landing site) but vP is not.
Consequences: All of these patterns involve the same asymmetry between CP and vP: a dependency that is blocked across CPs is not similarly affected by an intervening vP. Importantly,
the locality effect of CPs for these dependencies bears the typical properties of phase locality:
movement out of CP must proceed through the edge, and in-situ dependencies like agreement
are restricted to the CP edge and cannot access lower material. If vP is a phase alongside CP,
the question arises why vPs do not have a similar locality effect on these dependencies. 2
There are at least two conceivable approaches to this puzzle. The first is to maintain that vP
is a phase like CP, but then it must be explained why they differ so strikingly and systematically.
We are not aware of any proposals to this effect and it is not obvious to us how this could be
achieved in anything but an ad hoc way.
The second approach is to conclude that CPs are phases but vPs are not. This approach
provides a principled explanation for why vPs lack the phasal locality signature of CPs with
respect to the dependencies above, and this is the approach we will explore here. But this line
of explanation raises immediate further questions. A rich literature has provided arguments
from other empirical domains that vPs do exhibit the locality signature of phases, in particular
in that they require extraction out of them to proceed through their edge. If vP is a not a phase,
these arguments need to be reassessed, and it needs to be shown that the evidence underlying
them can be given an analysis that does not rely on vP phases. This is what we set out to do in
the reminder of this paper. We focus in detail on three arguments, all of which are based on
morphological reflexes of movement across vP: (a) ké-morphology in Dinka, (b) meN-deletion
in Indonesian, and (c) kè-morphology in Defaka. We propose alternative analyses of these
phenomena that do not involve vP phases, thereby reconciling this body of evidence with
the claim that vP is not a phase and hence brings it in line with the CP–vP asymmetries just
discussed.

3. Optional vs. obligatory movement through [Spec,vP]
Before we turn to the three core case studies of this paper, we briefly motivate why we focus
on morphological reflexes of successive cyclicity. While the literature contains a substantial
number of arguments for vP phases, the arguments from morphological reflexes seem to us to
be particularly compelling. As Keine (2020b) points out, other arguments are less convincing
because they involve an optional phenomenon. Keine makes this case on the basis of recon2 Note that assuming that not every syntactic dependency is sensitive to phasality (e.g., by assuming that only movement,
but not agreement is sensitive to the Phase Impenetrability Condition; see Bošković 2007) would not solve this problem
because this view still predicts CPs and vPs to pattern alike for each type of dependency. If a dependency is subject
to phase locality, it should exhibit the effect at CP and vP; on the other hand, if a dependency is not subject to phase
locality, it should not exhibit it at either CP or vP. This is not the case for the asymmetries just discussed.
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struction and parasitic gaps, to which we add quantifier float. In a nutshell, these phenomena
establish that it is possible for a movement to pass through an intermediate landing site in the
vP region, but not necessary. While this is compatible with vP phases, it does not in and of
itself require vP phases and as such it does not constitutes direct evidence that vP is a phase.
The argument from reconstruction is due to Fox (1999), Legate (2003), and Sauerland
(2003) (also see Agüero-Bautista 2001) and involves configurations like (6). In this example,
the A-moved DP contains (i) the pronoun he, which is bound by every student and (ii) the Rexpression Ms. Brown, which is coindexed with the pronoun her. Fox (1999) reasons that the
moved constituent cannot be interpreted in either its base position or its surface position. This
is because in the base position, the R-expression Ms. Brown is c-commanded by her, which
would violate Condition C. In the surface position, he is not c-commanded by every student,
which is incompatible with the bound reading of the pronouns. Fox concludes that the moved
DP must be interpreted in an intermediate position that is located lower than he (to allow
binding) but higher than Ms. Brown (to escape Condition C). Fox identifies this position as
[Spec,vP]. If this reasoning goes through, (6) shows that it is possible for an A-moved element
to create an intermediate landing site at vP.
(6)

[ Which of the books that he1 asked Ms. Brown2 for ] did every student1
get from
her2 * ?
[Fox 1999:174, ex. (40a)]

While this analysis is clearly compatible with vP phases, the crucial question is whether it
requires vP phases. Keine (2020b) argues that it does not. The availability of the relevant
reading in (6) provides evidence that it is possible for the moved element to reconstruct into an
intermediate position. This is compatible with two different analyses. One is that the element
must pass through the intermediate position; the other is that the element may (but need
not) pass through this position. Postulating vP phases commits one to the former, but the
example and analysis in (6) in fact underdetermines the choice. To develop the latter option,
one might assume that the intermediate landing site is simply a different movement type
that optionally applies. For example, Grohmann (1997), Wiltschko (1997), Fanselow (2004),
and others provide evidence that wh-movement in German may optionally be preceded by a
scrambling step (see also Takahashi 1993 for Japanese). For English, Kotek (2014, 2019) and
Poole (2017) argue that wh-movement may be preceded by a covert scrambling step, which
also instantiates QR and which is unrelated to phasehood. 3
whmovement

(7)

(covert)
scrambling/QR

[CP DP1 C [ … t 1 … [ … t 1 …

]]]

As long as one movement type may apply to the output of another, the derivation in (7) is
allowed regardless of whether vP is a phase or not. The intermediate landing site that is implicated in the arguments from reconstruction can then be analyzed as the landing site of the
scrambling step in (7), without appeal to vP phases. While the intermediate movement step in
3 Legate (2003) argues based on Antecedent-Contained Deletion that QR may target both agentive and nonagentive vP
in English. Legate concludes from this that both types of vP are a phases. But like the argument from reconstruction,
this argument only demonstrates that vPs provide a possible landing site for QR, not an obligatory one, and as such
it does not require vP to be phase, as far as we can tell.
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(7) is then optional, the fact that it is possible is sufficient to account for (6). One implication
of this alternative analysis is that such intermediate landing sites should not be limited to
[Spec,vP]. This seems correct. Fox (1999:175n32) notes that it is possible to use the reconstruction evidence to diagnose an intermediate landing site in every maximal projection. This
seems to us to be an argument against a phase-based account of the reconstruction facts, at
least unless one treats all phrases as phases, in which case the phase–nonphase distinction collapses. By contrast, if the intermediate landing site—rather than being tied to phasehood—is
created by optional QR with a flexible landing site, as we have proposed, then the variability
in the location into which reconstruction takes place receives an immediate explanation.
Other purported arguments for vP phases are subject to the same objection, for example
arguments based on parasitic gaps (Nissenbaum 2000:48–53, Legate 2003:510–511, Abels
2012:43–47). These arguments are based on Nissenbaum’s (2000) account of parasitic gaps,
which requires an intermediate landing site in [Spec,vP]. On this account, the possibility of
parasitic gaps again establishes that it is possible for an A-moved object to pass through an
intermediate landing site, but it does not establish that such a landing site is obligatory.
A third argument of this type is based on quantifier float in varieties of West Ulster English
(McCloskey 2000, Henry 2012). Many of these varieties allow floating of all in a greater set
of environments than standard English, including at the vP edge, as Henry (2012) shows. (8)
provides an example from East Derry English.
(8)

What1 did he [vP all do

1

in Derry ]?

[Henry 2012:31, ex. (52)]

At least on a stranding analysis of quantifier float (Sportiche 1988, Bošković 2004; though
see Bobaljik 2003 for critical discussion), (8) demonstrates that it is possible for the A-moved
element to move through a [Spec,vP] and strand all there. As before, because quantifier float
is optional, these facts are equally compatible with the alternative analysis in (7).
We conclude, therefore, that these arguments are too weak to unambiguously establish the
need for vP phases. In general, any argument that involves an optional reflex of an intermediate
landing site is subject to this criticism, and we will therefore put arguments of this type aside.
We will focus instead on arguments that involve an obligatory reflex, as such arguments cannot
be reanalyzed in this way and are therefore stronger. The most common class of arguments
that meets this requirement involve obligatory morphological reflexes that obligatorily appear
along the movement path. ⁴ The next three sections discuss three such arguments.
⁴ A second property shared by the three case studies we discuss is that there is a subject–object asymmetry in that
object extraction causes the reflex but local subject extraction does not. This asymmetry is often the key motivation
for locating the effect at vP and hence for analyzing the pattern in terms of vP phases. There are also arguments for vP
phases based on patterns where extraction of both subjects and objects shows a morphological reflex. In general, such
arguments are considerably weaker evidence for vP phases because the lack of a subject–object asymmetry means that
it is not clear that vP is the relevant domain. To illustrate, in Passamaquoddy, a verb that is crossed by A-movement
optionally appears in an agreeing participial form (Bruening 2001, 2004). Van Urk (2016, 2020a,c) considers this
pattern an argument for vP phases. The key property of a phase is that it distinguishes elements in the specifier from
elements in the complement. If elements in [Spec,vP] behave the same as elements inside VP with respect to an effect,
as is the case in Passamaquoddy, then this effect does not itself provide clear evidence that vP is a phase. Nor does the
fact that an alternation surfaces on the verb implicate vP phasehood. Ever since Chomsky’s (1957) seminal analysis
of affix hopping, it is virtually universally accepted that English tense and agreement have a high syntactic location
(either T or even C; see Chomsky 2007, 2008) despite the fact that the corresponding surface morphology appears on
the verb. Any theory that encompasses affix hopping, feature lowering, or some equivalent device to handle English
may thus account for Passamaquoddy in the same way—an A-moved element agrees with a structurally high head
(perhaps C), and this agreement is morphologically realized on the verb, with no involvement of vP or vP phases.
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4. Dinka ké-morphology
One of the strongest and most well-developed arguments for successive cyclicity through
[Spec,vP] and vP phasehood is developed for the Nilotic language Dinka by Van Urk (2015,
2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015). The argument is two-pronged. First, extraction has
an empty-position effect within the vP; second, such extraction leads to the appearance of the
special marker ké in the vP region. The two aspects of the argument are interrelated, and we
will present them in turn.

4.1. Empirical evidence
4.1.1. V2 effects
As illustrated in (9), Dinka is a V2 language, with exactly one constituent preceding a verbal
element in the second position of the clause.
(9)

a.

Àyén à-càm cuiin
̤̂ nè̤ pǎal.
Ayen 3p-eat food P knife
‘Ayen is eating food with a knife.’

b.

Cuî ̤in à-cɛ́ɛm
Áyèn
nè̤ pǎal.
food 3p-eat.ov Ayen.gen P knife
‘Food, Ayen is eating with the knife.’

c.

Pǎal à-cɛ́ɛmè̤
Áyèn
cuiin.
̤̂
knife 3p-eat.oblv Ayen.gen food
‘With a knife, Ayen is eating food.’

[Van Urk 2018:942, ex. (6a–c)]

Turning to the Dinka vP, Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) argue
that here too we find a V2 property such that exactly one constituent precedes the verb in the
vP. For example, in a transitive clause, the object must occur in a preverbal position, as shown
in (10).

Another recent argument that involves an effect that does not discriminate between subject and objects is presented
by Korsah and Murphy (2020) based on tonal reflexes in Asante Twi. Again, due to the lack of a subject–object
asymmetry, it does not seem necessary to appeal to vP phases here. In fact, Korsah and Murphy (2020) provide
evidence that the syntactic locus of the effect is (i) higher than the base position of the external argument, (ii) higher
than adjunct PPs, (iii) higher than negation, and (iv) higher than progressive and perfective aspect. Taking all of
these generalizations together, there is clear convergence that the syntactic locus of the effect is structurally quite
high. As in the case of Passamaquoddy, the fact that the effect nevertheless surfaces on the verb may be attributed
to standard morphological lowering operations. We note that Korsah and Murphy (2020) do argue that the effect is
not as high as C. Their argument is based on the generalization that the verb, negative prefix, and aspect undergo
the tone shift, but tense suffixes and agreement prefixes do not. Korsah and Murphy (2020) conclude from this that
the locus of the effect must be lower than tense and agreement. However, contra to Korsah and Murphy’s (2020)
generalization, Marfo (2005a, 2005b:164–166) shows that the tone shift does spread onto agreement prefixes under
the right circumstances and that the cases in which the tone does not spread is phonologically conditioned (the tone
cannot spread across an onset). As far as we can tell, this purely phonological account covers Korsah and Murphy’s
(2020) cases, and so no appeal to vP phases is necessary to account for them.
In sum, arguments that do not exhibit a subject–object asymmetry are at most weak evidence for vP phases because
the locus of the effect can easily be located in a domain other than vP. We therefore focus on arguments in which
subject and object extraction shows a different morphological signature.
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(10)

a.

Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤ mìir
tiŋ.
̤̂
I
pfv giraffe see
‘I saw a giraffe.’

b. *Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I
pfv

tiŋ̤̂ mìir.
see giraffe

‘I saw a giraffe.’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:122, ex. (14a,b)]

If the vP is ditransitive, one of the two objects must occupy the preverbal position, as (11a–b)
illustrates. It is not possible for both objects to occur postverbally (11c–d), nor is it possible
for both objects to occur preverbally (11e–f).
(11)

a.

Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I

b.

Ayén yiɛ̂n̤ kìtáp.

pfv Ayen give book

Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤ kìtáp yiɛ̂n̤ Ayén.
I
pfv book give Ayen

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:122, ex. (15a,b)]

c. *Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I
pfv

yiɛ̤n̂ kìtáp Ayén.
give book Ayen

d. *Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I
pfv

yiɛ̤n̂ Ayén kìtáp.
give Ayen book [Van Urk and Richards 2015:122–123, ex. (16a,b)]

e. *Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I
f.

pfv book Ayen give

*Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I

kìtáp Ayén yiɛ̤n̂ .

Ayén kìtáp yiɛ̂n̤ .

pfv Ayen book give

‘I gave Ayen a book.’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:122n11, ex. (i.a,b)]

If there is no object, the preverbal position remains empty. Adjuncts cannot occupy this position and must appear postverbally, as in (12).
(12)

a.

Wɔ̂ɔk cé̤
we
pfv

kɛ̂ɛt dòm-íc.
sing garden-in

‘We sang in the garden.’
b. *Wɔ̂ɔk cé̤ dòm-íc
kɛ̂ɛt.
we
pfv garden-in sing
‘We sang in the garden.’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:123, ex. (17a,b)]

Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) analyze this preverbal position as
[Spec,vP], though we will diverge from this view in our own analysis.
If there is a movement dependency, every [Spec,CP] and preverbal position along the
movement path must be empty. This is shown for [Spec,CP] in (13) and for the preverbal
position in (14). As (14a) shows, it is possible for movement to target the preverbal object in
a ditransitive configuration (whether it is a direct or indirect object). By contrast, (14b) shows
that it is not possible to move the postverbal DP.
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(13)

a.

Yeŋà cṳ́kkṳ̀ luéel, [CP
who pfv.1pl say

cé̤ kìtáp ɣɔ̀ɔc ]?
pfv book buy.tr

‘Who did we say bought a book?’
b. *Yeŋà cṳ́kkṳ̀ luéel, [CP kìtáp (à-)cí ̤i
ɣɔ̀ɔc ]?
who pfv.1pl say
book (3sg-)pfv.nsv buy.tr
‘Who did we say bought a book?’
(14)

a.

Yeŋà cií̤
môc
who pfv.nsv man.gen

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:125, ex. (21a,b)]

yiɛ̂n̤ kìtáp?
give book

b. *Yeŋà cí ̤i
môc
kìtáp yiɛ̂n̤ ?
who pfv.nsv man.gen book give
‘Who did the man give the book to?’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:125, ex. (20a,b)]

Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) analyze both effects in terms of phases.
(13) follows from CP phases. And based on the analysis of the preverbal position as [Spec,vP],
(14) is attributed to vP phases: only an object that has shifted to [Spec,vP] is accessible for
further movement to [Spec,CP]. One-fell-swoop extraction as would be necessary in (14b) is
therefore ruled out. ⁵

4.1.2. Ké-stranding
As investigated in detail by Van Urk (2015), Van Urk and Richards (2015), and in particular
Van Urk (2018), in addition to this empty-position effect, A-extraction out of vP in Dinka
yields special morphology, as we now discuss. Whenever a plural element is moved out of
vP in Dinka except for local subjects, the element ké (or kêek) must appear next to every
verb that is crossed by the movement. This element is homophonous with (and, depending
on the analysis, identical to) the 3rd person plural personal pronoun. The appearance of ké is
illustrated in (15), where A-movement of yeyíŋà ‘who.pl’ and kêek ‘them’ requires a preverbal
ké, which is impossible in the absence of such movement.
(15)

Object A-movement triggers ké
a.

Yeyíŋà cí ̤i
Bôl
ké tiŋ?
̤̂
who.pl pfv.nsv Bol.gen pl see
‘Who all did Bol see?’

b.

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:127, ex. (23b)]

Kêek áa-cí ̤i
Áyèn
ké tiiŋ.
̤̂
them 3pl-pfv.ov Ayen.gen pl see.nf
‘Them, Ayen has seen.’

[Van Urk 2018:947, ex. (19c)]

The marker ké is restricted to the vP region—it cannot appear in C or [Spec,CP]. Furthermore,
ké is φ-sensitive in that it only appears if the moving element is plural, as (16) demonstrates,
where the corresponding 3sg element yé(en) may no occur and ké would also be ungrammatical.
⁵ Note that this analysis requires that yeŋà ‘who’ in (14b) cannot pass through a second [Spec,vP] on its way to [Spec,CP],
a restriction that the theory in Van Urk (2015) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) derives.
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(16)

Singular DPs do not trigger a corresponding sg marker
Yè
ŋà [CP cí ̤i
Bôl
[vP (*yé(en)) tiiŋ
̤̂
] ]?
be.3sg who
pfv.ov Bol.gen
(*3sg)
see.nf
‘Who has Bol seen?’

[Van Urk 2018:940–941, ex. (5a,b)]

The appearance of ké exhibits the hallmark property of successive cyclicity: it appears in every
clause that is crossed by movement, as (17) illustrates.
(17)

ké appears in every clause crossed by movement
Yeyíŋà yé̤
ké tâak, [CP cí ̤i
Bôl
ké tî ̤ŋ ]?
who.pl hab.2sg pl think
pfv.nsv Bol.gen pl see
‘Who all do you think Bol saw?’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:128, ex. (25b)]

There is furthermore a subject-object asymmetry in that A-extraction of a local subject does
not lead to ké, as (18) shows. But in crossclausal A-extraction of a plural subject, ké appears
in higher clauses, as in (19).
(18)

A-movement of local subject does not trigger ké
Rò̤o̤o̤r áa-cé̤ (*ké) yiin
̤̂ tiiŋ.
̤̂
men 3p-pfv (*pl) you see.nf
‘The men have seen you.’

(19)

[Van Urk 2018:950, ex. (25a)]

A-movement of nonlocal subject triggers ké in higher clauses
Rò̤o̤o̤r áa-yṳ̀ṳkṳ̀ ké tàak
[CP cé̤ (*ké) yiin
̤̂ tiiŋ
̤̂
].
men 3pl-be.1pl pl think.nf
pfv (*pl) you see.nf
‘The men, we think have seen you.’

[Van Urk 2018:950, ex. (26a)]

Finally, certain adjuncts that contain a plural DP also trigger ké. This is shown in (20a,b) for
movement of thɛ̀ɛk-kó ‘(at) which times’ and tó̤o̤ny kê di ́i ‘(with) how many pots’, respectively.
(20)

A-moved adjunct PPs trigger ké
a.

Yè thɛ̀ɛk-kó
[CP bií̤
pɛ̀ɛl
ké dhuôoŋ ]?
be times-which
fut.ov knives pl break.nf
‘At which times will the knifes break?’

b.

[Van Urk 2015:168, ex. (81)]

Yè tó̤o̤ny kê
díi [CP cí ̤i
Bôl
ké cuiin
̤̂ tháal
]?
be pots quant.pl how
pfv.ov Bol.gen pl food cook.nf
‘How many pots has Bol cooked food with?’

[Van Urk 2015:169, ex. (83b)]

In the next section, we briefly present the vP-phase-based analysis of ké developed by
Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015). We then explore an alternative
account of the pattern that does not involve vP phases.
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4.2. vP-phase account
In a nutshell, Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) propose that ké is the
realization of an intermediate copy in [Spec,vP], and given that ké is obligatory, they conclude
that vP must therefore be a phase. Abstracting away from the details of the implementation,
they treat the preverbal object position as [Spec,vP], as already mentioned. Because v has an
EPP requirement, this position must be filled if an object exists. Due to vP’s phasehood, an
element that is to be moved out of the vP must first move to this [Spec,vP], from where it can
then continue to move to [Spec,CP]. ⁶ If it is plural, this intermediate copy in [Spec,vP] is then
realized as ké. Because of vP’s phasehood, movement through [Spec,vP]—and hence ké—is
required in every clause crossed by movement.
This account is elegant and insightful. The argument also meets the requirements put forth
in section 3 because both reflexes (emptying of the preverbal position and emergence of ké)
are obligatory. It therefore constitutes strong evidence for obligatory successive cyclicity, and
vP phases provide a principled account. At the same time, the account faces a number of
challenges. The first complication is that A-extraction of a local external argument does not
lead to ké (see (18)). All else being equal, this is surprising given that external arguments are
typically taken to be base-generated in [Spec,vP]. As a consequence, they too should leave a
copy in [Spec,vP], which we would then expect to be realized as ké, contrary to fact. Van Urk
(2018:943n5) briefly discusses this challenge and suggests two possible analyses. One is that
the external argument is not actually base-generated in [Spec,vP], but in a higher specifier. In
this case, it is no longer evident that the Dinka data provide evidence for vP phases, at least
if by “vP” we mean the projection that generates the external argument, as is standard. The
other analysis suggested by Van Urk is that only copies of elements that appear in [Spec,vP]
as a result of attraction by (i.e., Agree with) v are realized as ké. This analysis raises the
question how the morphological realization of a copy in [Spec,vP] can be conditioned by
whether Merge of this copy was the result of attraction by v or not. If v selects the external
argument, then there is some relation between v and the external argument as well, which
raises the question why this relation is not sufficient to license ké. Furthermore, if Move is
an instance of Merge (Starke 2001, Chomsky 2004), then the necessary distinction between
elements moved to [Spec,vP] and elements base-generated there cannot be drawn with respect
to Merge either. While these complications are probably surmountable, it is clear that resolving
them increases the complexity of the account. What is most significant for our purposes here
is that the asymmetry between subjects and objects (with only objects leading to ké) does
not follow from the vP-phase account as such but requires additional assumptions. In other
domains (such as the Indonesian and Defaka data discussed in sections 5 and 6, also see fn. 4),
the existence of a subject–object asymmetry is the key motivation for invoking vP phases, but
at least in Dinka, this asymmetry itself does not seem to directly implicate vP phases.
A second complication concerns the status of unaccusative vP. In Dinka, A-extraction of
an internal argument of an unaccusative verb does not lead to ké, as shown in (21), where
movement of pɛ̌ɛɛl-kó ‘which knives’ does not leave a ké.
⁶ Though see Keine (2020b:283–288) for some critical discussion of the role of vP phasehood in this account. Keine
argues that the intermediate landing site in [Spec,vP] is already required by v’s EPP requirement and that additional
appeal to vP phasehood does not make a substantive contribution to Van Urk and Richards’s (2015) and Van Urk’s
(2015) account.
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(21)

Argument movement out of unaccusative vP does not strand ké
Yè [CP pɛ̌ɛɛl-kó
bé̤ [vP (*ké) dhuôoŋ ] ]?
be
knives-which fut
(*pl) break.nf
‘Which knives will break?’

[Coppe van Urk, p.c.]

At first glance, this restriction might be taken to indicate that unaccusative vP is not a phase
and hence that there is no intermediate copy in [Spec,vP] (Chomsky 2000, 2001). However,
A-extraction of a PP adjunct out of such vPs does lead to ké, as (22) demonstrates, where
movement of thɛ̀ɛk-kó ‘at which times’ strands ké.
(22)

PP-adjunct movement out of unaccusative vP strands ké
Yè [CP thɛ̀ɛk-kó
bií̤
pɛ̀ɛl
[vP ké dhuôoŋ ] ]?
be
times-which fut.ov knives
pl break.nf
‘At which times will the knives break?’

[Van Urk 2015:168, ex. (81)]

On the face of it, the distribution of ké indicates that arguments of unaccusatives must exit vP
in one-fell-swoop whereas adjuncts must do so successive-cyclically. vP phases themselves do
not account for this difference. ⁷
In fact the absence of ké in (21) poses a problem for the analysis of why external arguments
do not trigger ké. As just discussed, Van Urk (2018) sketches two possible approaches to
the latter generalization: either (i) the external argument is generated outside of vP or (ii)
only copies in [Spec,vP] that are the result of movement are realized as ké. Neither account
generalizes to the fact that unaccusative subjects also do not strand ké because they are clearly
generated vP-internally and move to [Spec,vP]. Further stipulations are therefore necessary
to derive the full distribution of ké.
A third challenge for this account is that ké only realizes intermediate copies in [Spec,vP],
not intermediate copies in [Spec,CP]. All else being equal, if both CP and vP are phases and
intermediate landing sites are created in their respective specifiers, then additional assumptions are again required to prevent the two domains from patterning analogously (Van Urk
2018:975–976 appeals to impoverishment in CP). This is certainly feasible, but it raises the
question why there seem to be no languages that realize lower copies in both CP and vP. If vP
is a phase in the same way that CP is, we might expect this to be the default pattern, and yet it
appears to be unattested. As a result, a vP-phase account thus requires additional stipulations
to break the purported symmetry in the two domains. ⁸
⁷ Moreover, the criterion that phases are propositional units (Chomsky 2000:107, Chomsky 2001:12) does not differentiate between agentive and unaccusative vPs as both are θ-complete. Chomsky (2001) thus proposes that unaccusative
vP is a “weak” phase, which does not induce PIC effects. This distinction between “weak” v and “strong” v does not
follow from anything else. Thus, if the absence of ké in (22) is attributed to vP being weak here, this is itself a stipulation, and furthermore one that seems to have no counterpart in the CP phase. As we will see, the shift from vP
phases to minimality will allows us to dispense with the strong/weak distinction for phases, thereby eliminating the
stipulation.
⁸ Van Urk (2018:976) acknowledges the expectation of finding languages with stranding in both [Spec,CP] and
[Spec,vP], but he assumes that copy realization is limited to positions that are created by independent EPP/V2 property (based on treating the EPP as a PF constraint, see Richards 2001, 2016 and Landau 2007). As a result, double
copy realization would only arise in language in which both CP and vP exhibit a V2 pattern. This assumption does
not preclude ké in both [Spec,CP] and [Spec,vP] in Dinka (both of which show V2 behavior), but it does address the
apparent crosslinguistic absence of such symmetrical copy-realization patterns. We nonetheless would like to note
that this assumption is not unproblematic. This is because other cases of lower-copy realization exhibit the exact op-
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4.3.

Proposal: ké and leapfrogging

Because Van Urk’s (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards’s (2015) argument for vP phases
in Dinka involves (a) an empty-edge effect in the vP (section 4.1.1) and (b) ké-morphology
(section 4.1.2), our alternative analysis will need to address both.
We first consider the obligatory emergence of ké under A-extraction if the object of a
transitive clause is moved. We broadly agree with analyzing ké as a reflex of successive-cyclic
movement. Where we differ from Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) is
in whether this successive cyclicity is to be analyzed in terms of vP phases. Doing so faces the
challenges just mentioned and more generally calls for an explanation of the various CP–vP
asymmetries discussed in section 2. Instead, we explore an account of the Dinka pattern that
does without vP phases. We propose that the successive cyclicity that ké is a reflex of is instead
caused by the restriction in (23).
(23)

Dinka C may only attract the structurally closest DP.

The restriction in (23) underlies not only our account of Dinka, but also the accounts of Indonesian and Defaka. In a nutshell, what (23) expresses is a minimality/intervention effect.
Because C can only attract the structurally closest DP, any DP that is separated from C by a
higher DP cannot be attracted, as schematized in (24a). We suggest that this gives rise to the
need for “leapfrogging” (a term due to McGinnis 1998): the lower DP must first move to a
position above the higher DP, from which it is then the closest goal to C, enabling movement
to [Spec,CP] that conforms with (23), as shown in (24b).
(24)

a.

[CP C [ … DP1 … [ … DP2 … ] ] ]
#

b.

[CP C [ … DP2 DP1 … [ … t 2 … ] ] ]
#

The key difference between vP phases and (23) is that it is an intervening DP, rather than the
vP, that gives rise to the locality effect. Often, the two coincide, namely if the highest DP is
the external argument in [Spec,vP]. In other configurations the two accounts come apart, as
we show below.
Restrictions like (23) have been proposed independently in the recent literature, and they
may be implemented in a number of ways. Aldridge (2004, 2008a) proposes a restriction like
posite pattern. In German, for instance, it is possible to pronounce a lower copy of a simple wh-element in [Spec,CP]
of a V-final clause (i.a), but not in [Spec,CP] of a V2 clause (i.b), see Höhle (2000).
(i) a.

b.

Wen1
hat Maria gesagt [CP wen1 /dass
die Susi
who.acc has Maria said
who.acc/that the Susi.nom
‘Who did Mary say that Susi had seen?’
Wen1
hat Maria gesagt [CP (*wen1 )
hätte die Susi
who.acc has Maria said
(*who.acc) had the Susi.nom
‘Who did Maria say that Susi had seen?’

1

gesehen hätte ]?
seen
had
V-final clause
1

gesehen ]?
seen
V2 clause

This is despite the fact that V2 clauses have an EPP property but V-final clauses do not (that is, [Spec,CP] is obligatorily filled in V2 clauses but not in V-final clauses). This pattern conflicts with Van Urk’s (2018) account of the
crosslinguistic absence or rarity of copy realization in both vP and CP.
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(23) to account for A-extraction restrictions in certain ergative languages. Analogous restriction are proposed and argued for by Erlewine (2018), Branan and Erlewine (2020), and Coon
et al. (to appear). We therefore take (23) to be independently motivated. Our goal is to further
broaden its scope by assimilating apparent vP-phase effects to this restriction instead.
How might we think of (23) on an implementational level? The literature just cited has
offered various suggestions. For the sake of concreteness, we will adopt for Dinka what seems
like the simplest implementation. Because Dinka is a V2 language, we assume that C bears
an EPP property that is nondiscriminating—it does not search for elements with a specific
A-feature but is instead matched by any DP. (23) then follows from C attracting the closest
possible goal. As such, (23) is simply an instance of relativized minimality (Rizzi 1990) in
Dinka. Other implementations are conceivable and fully compatible with what is to come
(Erlewine 2018, Branan and Erlewine 2020, Coon et al. to appear); also see sections 5 and 6.
At first glance, (23) appears empirically incorrect. Clearly, it is possible for elements other
than the local subject (which is structurally closest to C) to occupy [Spec,CP]. But it is precisely
in such cases that ké must appear, which suggests that the two are connected. We propose that
such cases involve “leapfrogging”: the lower DP first moves across the external argument, from
which it can then be attracted by C, as in (24b). We then analyze ké as the reflex of the probe
that gives rise to this leapfrogging. For the sake of concreteness, we will assume that external
arguments do not have to raise to [Spec,TP] in Dinka (see Cable 2012 for arguments that the
related Nilotic language Dholuo does not show EPP effects in T). Leapfrogging must therefore
move a DP across the external argument in [Spec,vP]. We propose that this leapfrogging is
triggered by v, which optionally bears a strong φ-Agree feature [uφ]. If it is present, [uφ]
agrees with the closest φ-bearing element c-commanded by v and attracts this element to
an outer [Spec,vP], a position above the base position of the external argument, resulting in
leapfrogging. Because ké only appears if the moving element is plural, we take it to be the
realization of plural agreement with [uφ], as stated in (25).
(25)

/ké/ ↔ [pl]

In contrast to Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015), we hence do not
analyze ké as the realization of an intermediate copy, but rather as agreement on v. ⁹
The gist of this analysis is thus that ké is the realization of a verbal φ-probe that is connected
to movement of the goal. This analysis finds a clear analogue in Romance (past) participle
agreement, which is tied to extraction of the goal out of the vP (see Belletti 2017 and references
cited there). An Italian example is provided in (26). In the passive construction (26b), the
⁹ Van Urk (2015:217, 2018:948) notes that treating ké as the realization of a head in the clausal spine would require
violating the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984) because it is possible for the main verb to move over it to a
V2 position. However, much recent work has shown that there are several cases of head movement that descriptively
violate the Head Movement Constraint (e.g., Rivero 1994, Roberts 1994, Harizanov 2019, Harizanov and Gribanova
2019), so Dinka would in no way be exceptional in this regard. Moreover, excorporation analyses of head movement
have been proposed by Roberts (1991, 2010). These analyses are compatible with treating ké as the realization of a
verbal head.
Another question that arises for treating ké as the realization of v is why ké is morphologically identical to the 3rd
person plural pronoun (thanks to Coppe van Urk, p.c., for raising this question). We suggest that this is an instance of
syncretism rather than identity. Concretely, because the Vocabulary Item in (25) is specified only for [pl], it is also
used to realize 3rd person plural pronouns (in other words, ké may realize both interpretable and uninterpretable
[pl] features). We thus state the form identity between verbal ké and pronominal ké at the level of the Vocabulary
Item, not at the level of the syntactic structure that it realizes.
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verb agrees with the promoted internal argument Maria. This contrasts with the active-clause
baseline in (26a), in which the participle does not agree.
(26)

a.

Maria ha assunto Susanna.
Maria has hired
Susanna
‘Maria has hired Susanna.’

b.

[Daniele Panizza, p.c.]

Maria è
stata
assunta.
Maria be.3sg been.f.sg hired.f.sg
‘Maria has been hired.’

[Belletti 2017:2975, ex. (3)]

Participle agreement appears in a range of configurations, which Kayne (1989) suggests correlate with A-extraction of the internal argument (as an instance of Spec–Head agreement, Kayne
proposes). Our analysis of ké is similar in this regard. Arabic subject–verb agreement (where
only preverbal subjects control number agreement; Harbert and Bahloul 2002) provides a
related example of φ-agreement that correlates with movement (also see Zeijlstra 2012 and
Bjorkman and Zeijlstra 2019).
Let us apply this proposal to a configuration in which an object undergoes A-movement,
such as (27). The resulting derivation is given in (28). In order for the object to be attractable
to C, it must be closer to C than the external argument. v must therefore bear [uφ], enabling
leapfrogging and subsequent movement of yeyíŋà ‘who.pl’ to [Spec,CP]. The plural agreement
on [uφ] is then realized as ké.
(27)

Yeyíŋà cií̤
Bôl
ké tiŋ?
̤̂
who.pl pfv.nsv Bol.gen pl see
‘Who all did Bol see?’

(28)

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:127, ex. (23b)]

Derivation of (27)
CP
DP
yeyíŋà
‘who.pl’

C′
TP

C[EPP]

vP

T
DP
yeyíŋà
‘who.pl’

v′
ké
DP
Bôl
‘Bol’

v′
v
[uφ : pl]

VP
DP
yeyíŋà
‘who.pl’
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V
tiŋ̤̂
‘see’

By contrast, if a local subject is extracted to [Spec,CP], as in (29), no ké appears. This is
because in order for C to attract the external argument, it must be the closest element to C.
This is the case only if no leapfrogging of a lower DP takes place, hence if v does not bear [uφ].
Because ké is the realization of [uφ], it follows that no ké appears in such configurations. 1⁰
(29)

Rò̤o̤o̤r áa-cé̤ (*ké) yiin
̤̂ tiiŋ.
̤̂
men 3p-pfv (*pl) you see.nf
‘The men have seen you.’

(30)

[Van Urk 2018:950, ex. (25a)]

Derivation of (29)
CP
DP
rò̤o̤o̤r
‘men’

C′
TP

C[EPP]

vP

T
DP
rò̤o̤o̤r
‘men’

v′
v

VP
DP
yiin
̤̂
‘you’

V
tiiŋ
̤̂
‘see’

Note that there is no look ahead: if v bears [uφ], leapfrogging will take place and a DP
other than the external argument will move to [Spec,CP]. By contrast, if v does not bear [uφ],
no leapfrogging takes place and the external argument moves to [Spec,CP]. The choice of
whether to equip v with [uφ] is free, with different consequences for what DP will move to
[Spec,CP]. In this way, the analysis derives the basic split between subjects and lower DPs
from intervention instead of vP phases.
This analysis of ké as the realization of plural agreement on v also accounts for the fact that
while ké appears only if the A-extracted element is plural, it is insensitive to the person of the
moving element, as shown in (31). The absence of person marking seems more problematic
if ké is analyzed as a pronoun that realizes an intermediate landing site, though see Van Urk
(2018:960–974) for an analysis.

1⁰ One derivation that needs to be ruled out involves [u φ] on v, which agrees with the external argument as Spec–
Head agreement. Various analytical possibilities exist. First, one might relate it to the fact that external arguments
of transitive verbs bear genitive or oblique case, unlike objects, which bear absolutive case (Andersen 2002, 2007,
Van Urk 2015, 2018). Agree between [u φ] and the external argument can then be ruled out by case discrimination
(Bobaljik 2008). Alternatively, we suggest below that the distribution of [u φ] is subject to economy in the sense that
its appearance is licensed only if it has an “effect on outcome” (Chomsky 2001:34) by enabling leapfrogging. This is
the case only if [u φ] agrees with, and attracts, an object or adjunct. As a result, [u φ] does not agree with the external
argument because in such configurations [u φ] would not be licensed to begin with.
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(31)

Wɔ̂ɔk/Wêek cií̤
Áyèn
ké tiiŋ.
̤̂
1pl/2pl
pfv.ov Ayen.gen 3pl see.nf
‘Us/You all, Ayen has seen.’

[Van Urk 2015:225, ex. (62a,b)]

Let us turn next to the empty-edge effect. As discussed in section 4.1, such effects appear
with ditransitive verbs. Recall that in such constructions, one object must appear before the
verb and one following the verb (see (32)). Furthermore, if A-movement of an object out of
this vP takes place, it must empty the preverbal position and cannot empty the postverbal
position (see (33)).
(32)

a.

Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤
I

b.

Ayén yiɛ̂n̤ kìtáp.

pfv Ayen give book

Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤ kìtáp yiɛ̂n̤ Ayén.
I
pfv book give Ayen
‘I gave Ayen a book.’

(33)

a.

Yeŋà1 cií̤
môc
who pfv.nsv man.gen

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:124–125, ex. (19a,b)]
1

yiɛ̂n̤ kìtáp?
give book

‘Who did the man give the book to?’
b. *Yeŋó̤1 cií̤
môc
Ayén yiɛ̂n̤
what pfv.nsv men.gen Ayen give
‘What did the men give Ayen?’

1?

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:125, ex. (20a,d)]

As noted in section 4.1, Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015) analyze this
restriction in terms of vP phases. On their analysis, v bears an EPP property, requiring one
of the two objects to move to [Spec,vP]. Subsequent A-movement can then only target this
element, not the VP-internal, postverbal object. Interestingly, Van Urk (2015:151–154) argues
that [Spec,vP] may only be filled by the structurally closer object and that configurations in
which the indirect object appears preverbally are derived from a different base configuration
than configurations in which the direct object appears preverbally. In other words, he argues
that (32a,b) differ in their base structure as shown in (34) and (35), respectively (Van Urk
2015:153, 154). Whichever object occupies the preverbal position is base-generated as the
higher object within the VP.
(34)

Van Urk’s (2015) structure for (32a)
[vP Ayén v0 [ApplP t Appl0 [VP yiɛ̂n̤ ki ̀táp ] ] ]
Ayen
give book

(35)

Van Urk’s (2015) structure for (32b)
[vP kìtáp v0 [VP t yiɛ̂n̤ [PP P0 Ayén ] ] ]
book
give
Ayen
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In these structures, the displacement to [Spec,vP] is string-vacuous, driven only by the assumption that vP is a phase. If we question this assumption, the possibility emerges that in fact no
displacement to [Spec,vP] takes place in (34) and (35) and that the two object DPs remain
in their base positions. Let us suppose so. Let us furthermore suppose that [uφ] on v may
only agree with the closest φ-bearing element. If v’s search space contains two φ-bearing DPs,
only the higher one may be attracted and hence leapfrog over the external argument. This
has the effect that in ditransitive constructions, only the higher object may move to [Spec,CP]
(as such movement requires leapfrogging over the external argument). This is schematized
in (36), where [uφ] may only attract the higher object yeŋà ‘who’ to the outer [Spec,vP]. The
postverbal object could not be attracted by [uφ] due to intervention by the higher object. This
derives the contrast in (33) from Van Urk’s (2015) structure for ditransitives and relativized
minimality in the probing of [uφ].
(36)

Derivation of (33a)
CP
DP
yeŋà
‘who’

C′
TP

C[EPP]

vP

T
DP
yeŋà
‘who’

v′
DP
môc
‘men’

v′
v
[uφ : sg]

ApplP
DP
yeŋà
‘who’

Appl′
VP

Appl
V
yiɛ̂n̤
‘give’

DP
kìtáp
‘book’

Our treatment of object extraction in transitive (30) and ditransitive (36) clauses gives rise
to a question. Recall that in a transitive structure without movement of the object, the verb
follows the object, as shown in (37).
(37)

Ɣɛ̂ɛn cé̤ mìir
tiŋ.
̤̂
I
pfv giraffe see
‘I saw a giraffe.’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:122, ex. (14a)]

But in a ditransitive structure, the verb is sandwiched between the two objects. We suggest that
these word order differences are not the result of movement, but reflect a different linearization of the verb relative to its complement. More specifically, we propose that the standard
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[Comp,V]–V order in transitives switches to a V–[Comp,V] order in ditransitives. We ground
this asymmetry in case assignment (or nominal licensing). Stowell (1981) proposes that case
assignment is subject to an adjacency condition, such that a case-assigning verb must be directly precede or follow an object that it case-licenses (also see Chomsky 1980, 1981, Janke
and Neeleman 2012, Baker 2014, Levin 2015, Belk and Neeleman 2017, Erlewine, Levin and
Van Urk 2017, Erlewine 2018, and Van Urk 2020b for various alternative proposals of how
to implement an adjacency condition on nominal licensing, either involving Case or not). In
Dinka ditransitive constructions, both objects bear unmarked absolutive case, the same case
as direct objects of transitives (Van Urk 2015:148). It therefore stands to reason that both
objects receive case from the verb. But the adjacency condition on case assignment prevents
such case assignment if the word order is OOV or VOO, as stated in (38).
(38)

a. *DPabs DPabs V
b. *V DPabs DPabs

The only way for the verb to be adjacent to both objects in order to license them is to be
sandwiched between them, hence an OVO word order. This, we propose, is what causes the
emergence of OVO in ditransitive constructions. Concretely, while V’s complement ordinarily
precedes V, it is exceptionally linearized to the right in order to circumvent violating (38).
(39)

a.
b.

Transitive:
[VP DP V ]

complement precedes V

Ditransitive:
[VP/ApplP DP V DP ]

complement follows V to respect (38)

This proposal is consistent with the familiar view that the order between a verb and its specifier is fixed but the ordering between a head and its complement is variable (at least as a
parameter setting; for recent discussion and proposals, see Epstein, Groat, Kawashima and Kitahara 1998, Saito and Fukui 1998, Richards 2004, Abels and Neeleman 2009, 2012, Sheehan
2013, and in the context of attested orderings of subject, object, and verb relative to each
other, see Dryer 2013 and Tvica 2017). 11 On this analysis, the change in the order between
the verb and its arguments from transitive to ditransitive vPs is not the result of movement,
but differential linearization of the verb and its complement. These differential linearizations
are themselves conditioned by (38) and ultimately derive from an adjacency requirement on
nominal licensing.
We note also that subjects in Dinka do not affect the linearization of the verb relative to
the object, even if the subject is not fronted to the clause-initial position. As shown in (40),
the subject Áyèn and the object cuiin
̤̂ ‘food’ both appear in preverbal position.
(40)

Pǎal à-cén
̤ è̤
Áyèn
cuiin
̤̂ câam.
knife 3sg-pfv.oblv Ayen.gen food eat.nf
‘With a knife, Ayen has eaten food.’

[Van Urk 2015:61, ex. (3c)]

11 See, e.g., Neeleman and Weerman (1999) and Manetta (2012) for the idea that the linearization of a verb and its
complement may be variable even within the same language.
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The fact that the VO linearization is triggered only by a second object but not by a subject
follows immediately from our account. The subject in (40) does not appear in the unmarked
absolutive case, but rather in an oblique (Andersen 2002, 2007) or genitive (Van Urk 2015,
2018) case form. This case also appears on subjects of unergative and unaccusative verbs
(Van Urk 2015:86–87), and hence does not seem to be assigned by the verb. If subjects do
not depend on licensing by the verb, then there is no need to invert the [Comp,V]–V order
to bring them into a verb-adjacent position (we hence formulated (38) in such a way that it
applies only to sequences of two absolutive DPs).
On our proposal, the immediately preverbal gap position that arises under object A-movement as in (41) is not [Spec,vP], but simply the base position of the object, thus simplifying
the syntax underlying object placement in Dinka.
(41)

Yeŋà1 cií̤
môc
who pfv.nsv man.gen

1

yiɛ̂n̤ kìtáp?
give book

‘Who did the man give the book to?’

[Van Urk and Richards 2015:125, ex. (20a)]

One consequence of this account is that it offers a new solution to a puzzle with PP extraction.
The puzzle is that PP extraction does not empty the preverbal position. This is illustrated in
(42). The element ye bɛ̀ɛ̤ i̤ kô ‘(to) which villages’ is A-moved, resulting in ké. Importantly,
however, the immediately preverbal position (underlined in (42)) is not emptied but instead
occupied by the object DP wán
̤ mát̤ h ‘brother’.
(42)

Ye bɛ̀ɛ̤ i̤
kô
cénnè̤
nyán
̤ kái̤ ké wán
̤ mát̤ h tuɔ̀ɔc?
q villages which pfv.oblv sister
pl brother send
‘Which villages did my sister send my brother to?’
[Van Urk and Richards 2015:130, ex. (30a)]

On Van Urk and Richards’s (2015) and Van Urk’s (2015) account, where the preverbal position
is [Spec,vP] and must be targeted by intermediate movement due to vP phasehood, the fact that
PPs apparently do not need to pass through this [Spec,vP] requires additional assumptions. To
account for configurations like (42), Van Urk and Richards (2015) and Van Urk (2015) propose
that PPs pass through a second, outer [Spec,vP], which is not available to DPs so that emptying
of the inner [Spec,vP] only arises with DP extraction. On the account we propose here, (42)
follows without additional assumptions to this effect. This is because the base position of these
PP elements is invariably postverbal. As exemplified by (43) (also see (12)), the PP wṳ́ṳt ‘cattle
camp.loc’ cannot appear in the preverbal position but must instead appear postverbally.
(43)

a.

Bòl à-cé̤
Dɛ̀ŋ tuɔ̀ɔc wṳ́ṳt.
Bol 3sg-pfv Deng send cattle.camp.loc
‘Bol sent Deng to the cattle camp.’

b. *Bòl à-cé̤
wṳ́ṳt
tuɔ̀ɔc Dɛ̀ŋ.
Bol 3sg-pfv cattle.camp.loc send Deng
‘Bol sent Deng to the cattle camp.’
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[Van Urk and Richards 2015:129, ex. (28a,b)]

If the preverbal gap in (41) does not reflect an intermediate landing site in [Spec,vP] but instead the base position of the extracted element, as we have proposed, then it follows without
further ado that PP extraction does not give rise to a preverbal gap, simply because the base
position of the PP can never be preverbal. The relevant gap in (42) is thus in a postverbal position and does not affect the order of preverbal elements. This explanation is of course available
only if the empty-position effect in cases like (41) is dissociated from vP or vP phasehood.
While PP extraction hence does not result in a preverbal gap, it does yield ké if the element
is plural. We already saw this in (42); another example is repeated from (20b) in (44).
(44)

Yè tó̤o̤ny kê
díi [CP cií̤
Bôl
ké cuiin
̤̂ tháal
]?
be pots quant.pl how
pfv.ov Bol.gen pl food cook.nf
‘How many pots has Bol cooked food with?’

[Van Urk 2015:169, ex. (83b)]

As discussed in detailed by Van Urk (2015), extraction of such elements exhibits unusual
properties, which we discuss only briefly here. Most curiously, these elements appear with a
preposition in their postverbal base position, but if they undergo A-movement, the preposition
disappears and the remaining DP receives case from C. This is illustrated in (42). In (45a), nè̤
tò̤o̤ny ‘with a pot’ appears in its base position and bears the preposition nè̤ ‘with’. (45b) shows
that if this element is A-moved, this preposition disappears.
(45)

a.

Bòl à-thɛ̀t̤
nè̤ tò̤o̤ny.
Bol 3p-cook.sv p pot
‘Bol is cooking with a pot.’

b.

Tò̤o̤ny à-thɛ́ɛ̤ t̤ è̤
Bôl.
pot
3p-cook.oblv Bol.gen
‘A pot, Bol is cooking with.’

[Van Urk 2015:105, ex. (25a,b)]

Van Urk (2015:74–78) proposes that the preposition nè̤ incorporates into C while the DP moves
into [Spec,CP]. Another possibility, mentioned in Van Urk (2015:77–78, 2018:949n13), is
that tò̤o̤ny in (45) is base-generated as a DP in an applicative construction (and that such
a configuration violates the Case Filter unless the DP is extracted to [Spec,CP]). The choice
does not matter for our analysis. For the sake of concreteness, we will treat these DPs/PPs as
adjuncts and assume that the φ-features of the DP inside the adjunct are visible to v’s φ-probe.
Following Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015), we assume that the base
position of such elements is located within the vP, but lower than the external argument, either
as adjuncts or in an applicative structure.
Our analysis then extends to configurations like (44). In order for C to attract tó̤o̤ny kê díi
‘(with) how many pots’, this element needs to be moved over the external argument, which in
turn requires Agree with v’s [uφ]. If the adjunct is plural, ké results. 12

12 On our account, ké is thus in the same position in all its occurrences, namely in v. This differs from the account in
Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015), which locates ké in an inner [Spec,vP] if the moving element
is a DP but in an outer [Spec,vP] if the moving element is a PP. We do not know of a way to empirically distinguish
between these two views.
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(46)

Derivation of (44)
CP
DP/PP
tó̤o̤ny kê díi
‘how many C[EPP]
pots’

C′
TP
vP

T

DP/PP
tó̤o̤ny kê díi
‘how many DP
Bôl
pots’
Bol

v′
ké
v′
v
[uφ : pl]

VP
DP/PP
tó̤o̤ny kê díi
V
DP
‘how many
tháal
cuiin
̤̂
pots’
‘food’ ‘cook’
VP

Finally, we note that the presence of an adjunct does not interfere with A-movement of an object (see Van Urk 2015:61, 2018:942). This follows from the assumption that the base position
of adjuncts is variable and hence may be lower than the base position of verbal arguments
(Larson 1988, 2004, Pesetsky 1995, Lechner 2003, Csirmaz 2005:90–98). 13
Finally, let us now turn to unaccusatives. Recall from (21), repeated here as (47), that
A-extraction of the subject of an unaccusative does not lead to ké.
(47)

Yè [CP pɛ̌ɛɛl-kó
bé̤ (*ké) dhuôoŋ ]?
be
knives-which fut (*pl) break.nf
‘Which knives will break?’

[Coppe van Urk, p.c.]

But extraction of an adjunct out of an unaccusative vP does induce ké if plural, as shown again
in (48), repeated from (22). This demonstrates that unaccusative v may carry [uφ].
(48)

Yè [CP thɛ̀ɛk-kó
bií̤
pɛ̀ɛl
ké dhuôoŋ ]?
be
times-which fut.ov knives pl break.nf
‘At which times will the knives break?’

[Van Urk 2015:168, ex. (81)]

We noted above that, on a vP-phase account, the contrast between (47) and (48) gives rise to
a conundrum because the unaccusative vP would need to act as a phase for the extraction in
(48) but not for the extraction in (47). Our minimality account offers an explanation. In (47),
no DP intervenes between C pɛ̌ɛɛl-kó ‘which knives’ and hence no leapfrogging is required. By
13 In principle, we predict that structurally higher adverbs, in particular ones that are generated vP-externally, should
be able to front without triggering ké because they are not dependent on leapfrogging and hence [u φ]. Unfortunately,
it seems impossible to assess this prediction because ké is generally only triggered by plural elements. Adverbs do not
meet this requirement and so are not expected to give rise to ké in any case.
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contrast, in (48) pɛ̀ɛl ‘knives’ intervenes between C and thɛ̀ɛk-kó ‘which times’, and leapfrogging
is hence necessary to derive (48). Focusing on intervention instead of vP phases thus enables
a principled account of why ké appears in (48) but not in (47).
Let us first consider the derivation for (48). The unaccusative subject pɛ̀ɛl ‘knives’ in (48)
appears in a position that precedes the verb (and ké). This indicates that the internal argument
of an unaccusative verb undergoes movement to a higher position, and this is what underlies
the need for leapfrogging of the PP. We treat this position as a [Spec,vP]. That is, we attribute
to v an EPP property that requires a DP in its specifier. Ordinarily, this requirement is fulfilled
by the external argument by being generated in [Spec,vP], and no movement is necessary. In
structures with no external argument, the internal argument moves to [Spec,vP]. 1⁴ If a PP is
to be A-extracted across this raised DP, as in (48), leapfrogging is thus required, leading to ké
if the PP is plural.
Finally, we turn to (47), where the unaccusative subject itself is extracted, and ké does not
appear. Due to v’s EPP feature and the lack of an external argument, the DP argument first
undergoes movement to [Spec,vP], followed by extraction to [Spec,CP], as shown in (49).
(49)

Derivation of (47)
[CP pɛ̌ɛɛl-kó
C0[EPP] [ … [vP t v0[EPP] [VP t dhuôoŋ ] ] ] ]
which knives
break

Recall that we assumed that [uφ] is optionally present on v. If v in (49) contained [uφ], we
would expect ké. Note that normally [uφ] occurs to enable leapfrogging, which is not a factor in
(49). We propose, therefore, that the distribution of [uφ] is subject to economy, its appearance
being licensed only if has an “effect on outcome” (Chomsky 2001:34) by enabling an otherwise
impossible extraction. Because extraction to [Spec,CP] is possible in (49) regardless of the
presence of [uφ], its appearance is then prohibited. 1⁵
1⁴ We share this assumption with Van Urk (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015), but note that for Van Urk
(2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards (2015), the external argument cannot satisfy v’s EPP requirement and as a
result, on their analysis movement of an object is always required. This raises the question as to why the external
argument cannot satisfy v’s EPP requirement; on our analysis, this question does not arise.
1⁵ An alternative to economy is to adopt a recent proposal by Martinović (2015, 2017), who suggests a morphological
OCP condition on head–specifier configurations. This constraint prohibits identical φ-features from surfacing on a
head and the closest specifier of that head—that is, if the two are structurally adjacent, as in (i).
(i) Morphological Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) constraint in Dinka
*XP
YP
[φ i ]

X′
X
[φ i ]

In a configuration that violates (i), it not possible to morphologically realize [φ i ] on both X and YP. This restriction
strongly resembles Chomsky and Lasnik’s (1977) Doubly Filled Comp Filter, and can be seen as a morpho-syntactic
haplology effect that can be attested in many other cases as well (Koopman 1996, 1999, 2000, Sportiche 1996, Pearson
2005, Baltin 2010). In line with Martinović’s (2015, 2017) proposal, in configurations that violate (i), [φ i ] on X is
deleted
(ii) Delete [u φ : pl] on v if structurally adjacent to the [pl]-bearing agreement controller.
In (49), (i) is violated because both v and its nearest specifier bear agreeing φ-features. (ii) hence applies, which
deletes [φ] on v and thereby bleeds ké.
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To summarize this section, the alternative analysis we proposed does not appeal to vP
phases in any way but instead derives the pattern from intervention and the concomitant
need for leapfrogging. The key intuition underlying the account is that C in Dinka may only
attract the closest goal. For an element other than the closest one to be attracted by C, it must
first move around the highest DP. We have analyzed ké as the realization of the probe that
gives rise to this movement. On this account, vP itself is not a locality domain to extraction
by C and the pattern hence does not constitute evidence for vP phasehood. We showed how
the shift from phasehood to intervention allows us to understand the otherwise paradoxical
behavior of unaccusative vPs with respect to ké.

5. MeN-deletion in Indonesian
A second influential argument for vP phases that we will reconsider here comes from Standard Indonesian and a dialect of Malay used by educated speakers in Singapore. The basic
pattern is that the active voice prefix meN- is obligatorily deleted if a DP other than the local subject undergoes A-movement over it (Saddy 1991, Cole and Hermon 1998, Soh 1998,
Fortin 2006, Aldridge 2008b, Cole, Hermon and Yanti 2008, Sato 2012, Georgi 2014, Jeoung
2018). Aldridge (2008b), Cole et al. (2008), Sato (2012), Georgi (2014), and Jeoung (2018)
all interpret this pattern as evidence for vP phases. While their respective accounts differ substantially, the guiding analytical intuition is that any nonlocal subject DP must move to the vP
phase edge on its way to [Spec,CP], and this movement to [Spec,vP] bleeds meN-. We argue
for an alternative analysis along the lines suggested for Dinka in section 4. DPs other than
the local subject must leapfrog over the local subject due to minimality, and this leapfrogging
leads to meN-deletion. Similar to Dinka, evidence for an intervention account comes from the
observation that only extraction of some elements out of a vP induces meN-deletion.

5.1. The pattern
Standard Indonesian has an active-voice marker meN- (where N can take different contextdependent phonological shapes). According to some authors, meN- is optional in sentences
that allow it (see Georgi 2014:53—who cites Macdonald and Darjowidjojo 1967:238—, Fortin
2006:48, and Jeoung 2018:ch. 3 for Indonesian; and Cole and Hermon 1998:231, Soh 1998:
295–297, and Soh and Nomoto 2009:150 for Malay), while other authors describe meN- as
obligatory if it is possible (Cole et al. 2008:1504, Sato 2012:43). This seems to be a matter
of dialectal or register variation (Soh 1998:296, Cole et al. 2008), which we put aside here.
What we will focus on here is configurations in which meN- becomes impossible.
In the baseline example (50a), the verb bears the prefix meN-. Crucially, when a DP other
than the local subject undergoes A-movement, meN- is obligatorily deleted, as illustrated with
object movement in (50b). If the local subject undergoes movement, meN- does not need to
delete (50c).
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(50)

a.

Baseline
Ali telah mem-baca buku itu.
Ali pfv men- read book the
‘Ali has read the book.’

b.

[Soh 1998:296, ex. (6)]

Object extraction
Apa-kah1 yang Ali telah (*mem-)baca
what-q
that Ali pfv (*men-) read

1?

‘What has Ali read?’
c.

[Soh 1998:297, ex. (9b,c)]

Subject extraction
Apa-kah1 yang
who-q
that

1

telah mem-baca buku itu?
pfv men- read book the

‘Who has read the book?’

[Soh 1998:297, ex. (9a)]

In constructions with two DP objects, A-movement of either bleeds meN-.
(51)

A-movement in ditransitive constructions
a.

Apa1 yang kamu (*mem-)beli-kan ibu-mu
what that you (*men-) buy-appl mother-your

1?

‘What did you buy your mother?’
b.

Siapa1 yang kamu (*mem-)beli-kan
who
that you (*men-) buy-appl

1

bunga?
flower

‘Who did you buy a flower/flowers?’

[Sato 2012:43, ex. (18b,c)]

If the extraction is long-distance, meN- must disappear on every verb that is crossed by it. This
is illustrated for long object extraction in (52). For long subject extraction, meN- does not need
to delete in the lowest clause (in line with (50c)) but in all higher ones, as in (53).
(52)

Long object extraction
Siapa-kah1 yang Ali (*meng-)anggap [ Minah ∅-suka
who-q
that Ali (*men-) believe Minah
like
‘Who does Ali believe Minah likes?’

(53)

1

]?

[Soh 1998:298, ex. (11b,c)]

Long subject extraction
Siapa-kah1 yang Ali (*meng-)anggap [
who-q
that Ali (*men-) believe
‘Who does Ali believe likes Karim?’

1

men-yukai Karim ]?
men- like Karim
[Soh 1998:297–298, ex. (11a,d)]

This pattern is not limited to wh-movement, but also holds for other A-movements, such as
relativization (Cole and Hermon 1998:233, Sato 2012:34) and focus movement (Cole and
Hermon 1998:233).
Significantly, A-movement of elements that are not DPs does not have this effect (Cole and
Hermon 1998, Soh 1998, Fortin 2006, 2007, Sato 2012). Movement of PPs or adverbs does
not induce meN-deletion, even if the element originates within the vP, as shown in (54). If a
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non-DP undergoes long movement, no meN-deletion takes place in either clause, as illustrated
in (55).
(54)

Non-DP movement
a.

[ Kepada siapa-kah ]1 Minah mem-beri kucing kesayangannya
to
who-q
Minah men- give cat
beloved.her
‘To who did Minah give her beloved cat?’

b.

Kenapa1 Mary mem-beli
buku itu
why
Mary men- bought book that
‘Why did Mary buy that book?’

(55)

1?

[Soh 1998:313, ex. (32b)]
1

[Cole and Hermon 1998:231, ex. (26a)]

Long non-DP movement
a.

[CP [ Kepada siapa ]1 kamu meng-harapkan [CP Ali akan mem-beri
to
who
you
men- hope
Ali fut men- give
mobil+nay
car+3sg

1

] ]?

‘To who do you hope Ali will give his car?’
b.

[CP Mengapa kamu meng-harapkan [CP Ali akan mem-beli mobil ] ]?
why
you men- hope
Ali fut men- buy car
‘Why do you hope Ali will buy a car?’

[Fortin 2007:51–52, ex. (73), (78)]

In a nutshell, then, every DP that A-moves across a transitive verb triggers deletion of meN-.

5.2. vP-based accounts
Aldridge (2008b), Cole et al. (2008), Sato (2012), and Georgi (2014) all interpret this pattern as
evidence for vP phases. While their respective accounts differ in significant ways, the guiding
analytical intuition is that an object DP must move to [Spec,vP] on its way to [Spec,CP], and
this movement to [Spec,vP] bleeds meN-. Where these accounts differ is how this bleeding
effect is implemented. Aldridge (2008b) and Sato (2012) propose that v bears a designated
feature that attracts an object DP to its edge (EPP for Aldridge 2008b; [+D] for Sato 2012),
which then prevents realization of meN-. The fact that extraction of non-DPs does not bleed
meN- is somewhat puzzling under these accounts. If non-DPs must check this feature to reach
the vP edge, then they too should block meN-, contrary to fact. On the other hand, if they can
reach the vP edge without checking this feature, then it is not clear why DPs cannot do so as
well. A second obstacle to such an account is why [EPP]/[+D] is not checked by the external
argument in [Spec,vP]. This would incorrectly bleed meN- even if no object movement takes
place. 1⁶

1⁶ The latter problem is similar to a problem we identified for Van Urk’s (2015, 2018) and Van Urk and Richards’s
(2015) account of Dinka in section 4.2.
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Cole et al. (2008) propose that v acquires the Case features of all DPs in its specifier(s). 1⁷
Movement of an object to [Spec,vP] leads to an [acc] specification in addition to the [nom]
specification contributed by the external argument, which gives rise to a feature conflict, which
meN- does not tolerate, leading to ungrammaticality. Extending this account to long-distance
subject extraction such as (53) would seem to require additional assumptions because both
specifiers of the higher v bear [nom], which does not obviously create a feature conflict.
Another line of approach is developed by Georgi (2014:151–156), who proposes that meNis bled by an impoverishment rule that is triggered if [Spec,vP] contains a DP with a valued case
feature. The fact that only DPs delete meN- follows from the formulation of the impoverishment
rule. The subject/object asymmetry is captured because the impoverishment applies only if the
DP has a valued case feature. Subjects are taken to receive case in [Spec,TP], so that the copy
in [Spec,vP] is caseless and hence does not trigger the rule. This analysis appears at odds with
the standard view that feature valuation takes place in syntax and impoverishment applies
postsyntactically. On this architecture, all features are valued by the time impoverishment
applies, and as a result impoverishment cannot distinguish between DPs with valued and
unvalued case features. The subject–nonsubject distinction would then be lost.

5.3.

A leapfrogging analysis

Our alternative analysis is inspired by these previous accounts, and it maintains the core intuition that meN-deletion is triggered by movement of a DP to [Spec,vP]. In contrast to these
analysis, however, we ground this movement not in vP phases, but in minimality/intervention,
in the same manner as for Dinka. By assumption, just like C in Dinka, C in Indonesian can only
attract the structurally closest element (with an important addition to be discussed shortly),
following proposals by Aldridge (2004, 2008a), Erlewine (2018), Branan and Erlewine (2020),
and Coon et al. (to appear). This restriction is of course quite common in Austronesian languages. In contrast to Dinka, Indonesian is not a V2 language, and so it is not the case that
C is simply equipped with an [EPP] feature that attracts the closest element. For Indonesian,
we adopt Erlewine’s (2018) and Coon et al.’s (to appear) proposal that an A-probe may be
specified not just for an A-feature but also for a categorical feature (also see Baier 2018). We
thus assume that C in Indonesian has the makeup in (56) (to be extended below). (56) contains
a complex probe that searches for both [uFoc] and [uD].
(56)

C: [uFoc+uD]

Erlewine (2018), Coon and Keine (to appear), and Coon et al. (to appear) argue that complex
probes of this type cannot attract a fully-matching goal over a partially matching one. This
restriction is stated in (57) and schematized in (58). In (58), the probe [uA+uB] comprises
the two segments [uA] and [uB]. YP contains only a matching feature [A], and ZP contains a
full [A+B] match. It is then not possible for the probe to attract ZP over YP.

1⁷ Erlewine (2016) outlines a related analysis, on which v records the categorial feature of every element that it merges
with. A [D,D] specification is then taken to be ill-formed, leading to obliteration of v, hence the disappearance of
meN-.
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(57)

A complex probe cannot attract a fully-matching element across a partially-matching
element.

(58) * [XP

X[u A+u B] [ … YP[A] … ZP[A+B] … ] ]

Erlewine (2018:686–687) implements (57) at the level of the Agree operation: a complex probe
that encounters a partially-matching element stops probing. It therefore the Agree step in (58)
that is illicit (and movement is thus impossible to begin with). Coon et al. (to appear) derive
this result from Coon and Keine’s (to appear) feature-gluttony system, according to which it
is the movement step in (58) that is impossible. The choice does not matter for our account
here. We will therefore focus on the effects of (57) for Indonesian, rather than on the specific
way (57) is implemented.
If the [uFoc]-bearing element is the external argument, no question of intervention arises.
But if it is a lower DP that bears [uFoc], the external argument intervenes. As in Dinka, this
intervention results in the need for leapfrogging. For the sake of concreteness, we will treat this
leapfrogging as being triggered by an optional, noncriterial [uFoc] feature on v. 1⁸ We then
analyze meN-deletion as a reflex of [uFoc] on v. Drawing on and adapting Georgi’s (2014)
account, we treat meN- as an active-voice marker (see (59)) and appeal to the impoverishment
rule in (60), which deletes active voice in the context of [uFoc].
(59)

/meN-/ ↔ [Voice: act]

(60)

[Voice: act] → ∅ /

[uFoc]

In the case of subject A-movement, no leapfrogging must take place, as schematized in
(61). Assuming that the distribution of [uFoc] on v is subject to economy (following the Dinka
analysis, though see fn. 15 and 18 for possible alternatives) and that [uFoc] is only present
when it enables leapfrogging, v lacks [uFoc] in (61). The condition for (60) is hence not met,
and no meN-deletion takes place. 1⁹
(61)

Local subject extraction
[CP DP[Foc] C[u Foc+u D] … [vP t v [VP V DP ] ]
meN-

Turning now to A-movement of an object DP, C cannot attract such an object across the
external argument due to (57). The object must hence first leapfrog over the external argument,
requiring the presence of [uFoc] on v. Application of (60) is therefore obligatory, leading to
obligatory deletion of meN-, as shown in (62).
1⁸ Alternatively, v always bears [u Foc], but it is checked only if there is a [Foc] DP. The rule in (60) can then be stated
as applying in the context of a checked [u Foc] feature.

1⁹ This account works most straightforwardly for varieties of Indonesian and Malay in which meN- is obligatory when
it is possible (Cole et al. 2008, Sato 2012). As mentioned above, in other varieties meN- is generally optional when it
is possible. This optionality is independent of extraction. In line with much of the previous literature, we take it for
granted that optional meN-deletion unrelated to extraction is the result of an independent process in these varieties,
arguably a spell-out mechanism.
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(62)

Local object extraction
obj

obj

obj

[CP DP[Foc] C[u Foc+u D] … [vP t [Foc] [vP DPsubj v[u Foc] [VP V t [Foc] ] ] ] ]
(60)

∅
Long-distance DP extraction proceeds analogously. In order for the embedded argument to
be attractable by matrix C, it must first leapfrog around the external argument of the matrix
clause, requiring matrix v to bear [uFoc] and hence bleeding meN- in the matrix clause.
Let us now turn to extraction of non-DPs. Here, our account diverges from vP phase accounts in a particularly clear way. Recall from (54) that A-extraction of PPs and adverbs does
not lead to obligatory meN-deletion even if the element clearly originates within the vP. A
relevant example is repeated in (63). Here, local extraction of a PP object does not delete
meN-.
(63)

[ Kepada siapa-kah ]1 Minah mem-beri kucing kesayangannya
to
who-q
Minah men- give cat
beloved.her
‘To who did Minah give her beloved cat?’

1?

[Soh 1998:313, ex. (32b)]

Let us take (63) at face value: if obligatory meN-deletion is a reflex of successive-cyclic movement through vP, then the fact that it does not apply in (63) suggests that the movement in
(63) does not proceed through vP. Such an analysis is of course impossible if vP constitutes
a phase, but it becomes available on the intervention/minimality account we propose here.
Broadly speaking, our suggestion is that for C in Indonesian, minimality is assessed on a categorial level: if C attracts a DP, it must be the closest DP; if C attracts a PP, it must be the
closest PP, etc. To derive this behavior, we postulate that (56) is not the only possible featural
makeup for C in Indonesian. C’s specification is not limited to [uFoc+uD] (which would limit
A-extraction to DPs), but can also take the form in (64b) and (64c).
(64)

a.

C: [uFoc+uD]

b.

C: [uFoc+uP]

c.

C: [uFoc+uAdv]

(=(56))

(64b) and (64c) attract focused PPs and adverbs, respectively. Importantly, nonfocused DPs
do not constitute a partial match to either (64b) or (64c). Such DPs therefore do not cause an
intervention effect, in line with (57) and (58). This has the crucial consequence that PPs and
adverbs do not need to leapfrog over the external argument, which is always a DP. PPs and adverbs may therefore move to [Spec,CP] in one-fell-swoop, which explains why no meN-deletion
takes place in such cases. This contrast is illustrated for DP extraction and PP extraction in
(65). As (65a) shows, the external argument constitutes a partial match to C[u Foc+u D] , hence
requiring leapfrogging and meN-deletion. By contrast, PP extraction requires C[u Foc+u P] . Because the external argument is not a partial match to this probe, the PP may be attracted to
C directly. Leapfrogging and meN-deletion do not apply. The same is true for A-movement of
adverbs (not shown in (65)).
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(65)

a.

One-fell-swoop extraction of a lower DP impossible
* [CP

b.

C[u Foc+u D] [ … [vP DP v [ … DP[Foc] ] ] ] ] → leapfrogging required (62)

PP-extraction possible without leapfrogging
[CP

C[u Foc+u P] [ … [vP DP v [ … PP[Foc] ] ] ] ]
meN-

This account offers a new perspective on why meN-deletion arises only with DP extraction.
Because the external argument is always a DP, it causes intervention only for DP attraction
by C, not for attraction of other categories. The DP/non-DP asymmetry is thus derived from
category-based intervention (57) and the fact that external arguments are DPs. This line of
explanation is not available on a vP-phase account. On such an account, all extraction must
pass through [Spec,vP], and it is therefore necessary to encode in some other way that only
DPs in [Spec,vP] have this effect but PPs and adverbs do not. Dispensing with vP phases hence
paves the way for a tighter connection between meN-deletion and successive cyclicity through
vP: meN-deletion is obligatory if and only if movement passes through [Spec,vP].
A prediction that now emerges from the intervention account is that even DP movement
should not bleed meN- if there is no external argument and so no leapfrogging is necessary.
This prediction seems to be borne out. As discussed by Sato (2012), Georgi (2014), Jeoung
(2018), it is possible for meN- to mark intransitive verbs, including unaccusative verbs. An
example is provided in (66). Jeoung (2018:81) provides several examples of intransitive verbs
that may bear meN-, including prototypically unaccusative verbs like me-letus ‘burst’, men-cair
‘melt’, men-didih ‘boil’, and men-ikah ‘be married’. 2⁰
(66)

Harga elektrik
tiba-tiba {turun/men-urun}.
price electricity suddenly fall men- fall
‘The price of electricity suddenly fell.’

[Jeoung 2018:87, ex. (52)]

Why does meN- not need to delete in (66)? If the DP passed through [Spec,vP] on its way
to [Spec,TP], we would expect obligatory meN-deletion. This suggests that the structure is as
in (67).

2⁰ Some comments are in order. First, Soh and Nomoto (2011) propose that Indonesian does not have unaccusative verbs
and that instead all intransitive verbs are unergative in the language. See Sato (2012:44–46) and the references cited
there for arguments against this view. Second, Sato (2012) proposes that meN- that appears on unaccusative verbs
is distinct from meN- on transitive verbs because the former contributes a progressive meaning component absent in
the latter. But doing so not only leaves it unexplained why the two have the same form (Soh and Nomoto 2011:88,
Georgi 2014:155n100), there also seems to be little empirical motivation for such a split. Soh and Nomoto (2009)
provide relevant evidence showing that meN- is impossible in sentences that denote states (also see Soh and Nomoto
2011). Importantly, this restriction holds for both transitive and intransitive verbs, and Soh and Nomoto (2009, 2011)
explicitly conclude that meN- should be treated as the same item with both types of verbs. Moreover, Jeoung (2018:
87–88) shows that even with unaccusative verbs, the progressive interpretation seems to be a preference rather than
a semantic requirement. We therefore follow Soh and Nomoto (2009, 2011) and Georgi (2014) in treating meN- on
intransitive verbs as the same voice marker as on transitive verbs.
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(67)

Unaccusative structure
[TP DP T [vP v [VP V t ] ] ]
meN-

This structure is also adopted by Sato (2012:46). To account for the fact that no landing
site in [Spec,vP] is necessary, Sato (2012) adopts Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) assumption that
unaccusative v does not behave as a phase. This is sufficient but not unproblematic. First, it is
at odds with the vP-phase account for Dinka, which required unaccusative vP to be a phase.
Second, it amounts to a stipulation because nothing in the concept of phases results in the
split between agentive and unaccusative v, as discussed in fn. 7, and notably, no equivalent
split holds for CPs. By contrast, our minimality account offers a more principled explanation.
Because there is no external argument that would require leapfrogging over it in (67), it follows
automatically that movement may proceed in one-fell-swoop and hence that no obligatory
meN-deletion takes place.
Finally, note that the lack of meN-deletion with unaccusative verbs cannot be due to a split
between A- and A-movement because even A-movement induces meN-deletion if it crosses
a DP in [Spec,vP]. Relevant evidence comes from object-preposing constructions like (68),
which requires meN- to delete (Chung 1976:51).
(68)

Ali1 saya (*men-)cubit
Ali I
(*men-) pinch

1.

‘I pinched Ali./Ali was pinched by me.’
[Cole and Hermon 1998:232, ex. (28b), Sato 2012:34, ex. (5)]

Chung (1976) provides evidence that this object preposing targets an A-position (also see
Guilfoyle, Hung and Travis 1992, Cole and Hermon 1998, Sato 2012). For example, it may
be controlled PRO, and it may undergo raising. Moreover, there is evidence that the agent
in (68) is an argument DP rather than an adjunct (Guilfoyle et al. 1992, Arka and Manning
1998, Cole et al. 2008, Aldridge 2008b). For example, Arka and Manning (1998) show that
the agent may antecede a fronted reflexive. Our minimality account thus derives the need
for meN-deletion: the presence of the DP argument in (68) makes leapfrogging of the internal
argument necessary, and this leapfrogging induces meN-deletion.
To summarize, the overarching pattern in Indonesian is that meN-deletion applies whenever
a DP is moved over another DP in [Spec,vP]. A minimality-based account offers a principled
explanation of this pattern: in order to be attractable by C, the lower DP must first leapfrog over
the higher DP, and this leapfrogging induces meN-deletion. If such leapfrogging is not necessary
because either there is no higher DP or because the lower element is of a different category
(PP or adverb), meN-deletion does not apply. The principles of minimality and intervention
thus provide a close match to the distribution of meN-deletion.
An account that uses vP phases does not lend itself to such an explanation. All else being
equal, such an account predicts that all extraction out of vP must pass through [Spec,vP] and
hence give rise to meN-deletion. Further stipulations are thus required to accommodate the
configurations in which meN-deletion does not apply, including that unaccusative v does not
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require movement through its specifier and that movement of non-DP elements to [Spec,vP]
does not result in meN-deletion. As a result, a shift away from vP phases to a minimality
account does not only seem feasible but in fact justified. With vP phases thus being removed
from the account, we conclude that the Indonesian facts do not provide empirical evidence
for vP phases and that they may even (depending on the analysis) constitute evidence against
vP phases.

6. Extraction morphology in Defaka
Both case studies considered so far involve successive cyclicity through an outer [Spec,vP].
We proposed that this successive cyclicity is not driven by vP phases but by minimality: in
order to be attractable by C, an object must leapfrog across the external argument in an inner
[Spec,vP] position. Because of the analytical shift away from vP phases to minimality, our
account leads one to expect similar effects in projections other than vP. For example, if the
external argument moves to [Spec,TP], then leapfrogging of a lower DP would have to target
an outer [Spec,TP]. Clearly, an account that attributes the successive cyclicity to vP phases
does not give rise to this expectation. In this section, we consider extraction morphology in
Defaka (Bennett 2009, Bennett, Akinlabi and Connell 2012). We argue that Defaka instantiates
a languages where T shows leapfrogging effects instead of v.

6.1. Empirical evidence
Defaka is an SOV language that allows focus fronting of maximally one XP. This fronting has
morphological effects. As shown in (69b), when a local subject is focus-fronted, it bears a
focus marker kò; the verb morphology remains unaffected. When any element other than the
local subject undergoes focus fronting, two reflexes arise, illustrated in (69c). First, the fronted
XP bears the focus marker ndò. Second, the verb bears the special morphological marker kè.
In what follows, we simple gloss kè as “ke” in the examples. We follow Bennett (2009) and
Bennett et al. (2012) in glossing kò as “foc.sbj” but as we will see immediately below, kò
appears only if it is the local subject that has undergone focus fronting. 21
(69)

a.

No focus-fronting
ì Bòmá ésé-kà-rè
I Boma see-fut-neg
‘I will not see Boma.’

b.

Local-subject focus
ì kò
Bòmá ésé-kà-rè
I foc.sbj Boma see-fut-neg
‘I will not see Boma.’

21 In order to stay as close as possible to the original examples as possible, we maintain Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett
et al.’s (2012) convention of indicating focus by means of underlining in the free translation.
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c.

Object focus
Bòmá ndò ì ésé-kà-rè-kè
Boma foc I see-fut-neg-ke
‘I will not see Boma.’

[Bennett et al. 2012:294, ex. (1)–(3)]

Importantly, the split sets local subjects apart from all other fronted elements. That is, fronting
of adjuncts patterns like fronting of objects, as shown in (70): the fronted XP bears ndò, and
the verb bears kè. This includes locative adverbs and temporal adverbs.
(70)

Adjunct focus → kè
a.

[ ándù kìkìà ] ndò à èbèrè rì bòì-mà-kè
canoe under foc the dog ke hide-nfut-ke
‘The dog is hiding under the canoe.’

b.

[Bennett et al. 2012:296, ex. (15)]

òmòmò ndò Bòmá ìbò tínà árí-kè
now
foc Boma big fish catch-ke
‘Boma caught a big fish just now.’

c.

[Bennett 2009:18, ex. (59b)]

[ nùmá bi ́ò ] ndò ò à tìnà árí-kè
that river foc he the fish catch-ke
‘He caught the fish in that river.’

[Bennett 2009:18, ex. (61b)]

Long focus fronting is possible, and in this case, kè arises in the way just described on all
verbs crossed by movement. If an object is moved nonlocally, both the embedded verb and
the matrix verb bear kè, as (71) shows.
(71)

Nonlocal-object focus
ándù1 ndò Bòmá fàà-kè [CP ìní
canoe foc Boma say-ke
they

1

été-kè ]
have-ke

‘It’s a canoe that Boma said that they have.’

[Bennett et al. 2012:297, ex. (21)]

If an embedded subject is fronted nonlocally, kè does not appear on the embedded verb, but
it must appear on the matrix verb. Additionally, ndò must appear in the matrix clause rather
than kò. This is illustrated in (72).
(72)

Nonlocal-subject focus
Bruce1 ndò/*kò
Bòmá jírí-*(kè)
[CP
Bruce foc/*foc.sbj Boma know-*(ke)
‘Boma knows (that) Bruce saw her.’

1

á ésé-mà ]
her see-nfut
[Bennett et al. 2012:297, ex. (18)]

The fact that the fronted embedded subject in (72) must be marked with ndò and cannot be
marked with kò makes it pattern with fronted objects. This makes it clear that the choice between ndò and kò does not draw the distinction between subjects and nonsubjects per se, but
between local subjects and everything else—the same distinction that conditions the appearance of kè. In other words, kè appears whenever the fronted element is accompanied by ndò,
and kè and ndò are mutually exclusive with kò.
34

6.2.

vP-phase account

Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al. (2012) argue that the distribution of kè provides evidence
for vP phases (also see Van Urk 2016, 2020a,c). They propose that focus extraction of any
element that is not located at the vP edge requires it to first move to [Spec,vP] in order
to leave the vP phase. Kè is then analyzed as reflecting such intermediate movement. Such
movement is required for nonsubjects and nonlocal subjects but not for local subjects, which
are base-generated at the vP edge. Importantly, however, Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al.
(2012) argue that kè is not located within the vP but within a higher head (which they dub
“X0 ”) that is located between vP and TP. The reason is that movement of the vP does not move
kè along, as would be expected if kè were part of the vP. The authors suggest that kè selects for
a vP that bears a [+Focus] feature (which attracts an element to its edge). Thus, if v attracts
a [+Focus] element to its edge, then the next-higher head is realized as kè as schematized
in (73). 22
(73)

obj

[TP … [XP X [vP DP[+Focus] v[+Focus] [VP t obj V ] ] ] ]
kè

On Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s (2012) analysis, the link between vP phasehood and
kè is thus only indirect in the sense that kè is not a direct reflex of movement to [Spec,vP] or
the feature that underlies it.
Next, in order to account for the distribution of ndò and kò, Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al.
(2012) locate these elements in the left periphery. Concretely, they propose that the clausal
spine contains one projection that licenses a subject (“SubjP”) and a higher FocusP projection.
If any element other than the local subject is fronted, this element occupies [Spec,FocusP]
while the local subject is located in [Spec,SubjP], as shown in (74). In this case, Focus0 is
realized as ndò.
(74)

Nonsubject fronting
[FocusP XP1 [ Focus0 … [SubjP DP2 [TP … t 2 … t 1 … ] ] ] ]
ndò

Building on work by Giorgi and Pianesi (1996), they then propose that if a local subject is
focus-fronted, these two projections are combined into a joint {Focus–Subj} projection, whose
specifier is occupied by a fronted local subject, as shown in (75). This {Focus–Subj} head is
then realized as kò.

22 Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al. (2012) assume subsequent movement of the vP to [Spec,TP] to obtain the correct
word order. Because this movement does not bear on the treatment of kè, we do not represent it in (73).
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(75)

Local-subject fronting
[{Focus–Subj}P DP1 [ {Focus–Subj}0 [TP … t 1 … ] ] ]
kò

They furthermore assume that if a joint Focus–Subj projection is possible, it must be used,
making kò obligatory with local-subject extraction.
Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s (2012) analysis is insightful, and we will preserve
several key aspects of it in our own account, but also faces a number of concerns, to which
we now turn. First, while Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al. (2012) appeal to vP phasehood
to derive the distinction between local subjects (which originate at the vP edge) and objects
(which must move, hence triggering kè), it is not at all clear that this analysis handles adjuncts
correctly. As shown in (70), adjunct fronting likewise triggers kè. On a vP phase account, this
would require that all adjuncts are base-generated within the VP so that they must move to
[Spec,vP] in order to be extracted to CP. Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al. (2012) do not
provide independent support for the claim that all relevant adverbs originate vP-internally.
The fact that even locative and temporal adverbs—which generally have to be vP-external
given their scopal behavior—behave in this way and would hence need to be generated inside
the vP casts serious doubts on this crucial part of the account.
To put this objection somewhat differently, vP phases derive a distinction between elements
at the vP edge and VP-internal material. But empirically, the crucial split in Defaka is between
local subjects on the one hand and everything else on the other. If only local subjects and
objects are considered, these two line up. But once adjuncts are brought into the picture, the
empirical split between local subjects and everything else does not correlate (under standard
views about the position of adjuncts) with the distinction between VP-internal and VP-external
material that vP phases give rise to. We take this as an indication that it is not vP that underlies
the split.
In addition, the vP-phase analysis faces a conceptual problem as well. As shown in section 6.1, the distribution of kè correlates with that of ndò, which marks fronted XPs other
than local subjects. Despite the fact that the two markers appear under the same conditions,
Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s (2012) analysis treats them separately: kè is analyzed
in terms of vP phases, while ndò is attributed to properties of higher functional projections.
In light of the similarities in the distribution of kè and ndò, one might wonder whether it is
not possible to analyze kè in terms of higher functional projections as well. Note that such
a more unified analysis would also be consistent with Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s
(2012) view that kè realizes a vP-external head. In the next section, we will develop such an
analysis. This analysis will not only link kè and ndò more directly, it also obviates the need for
vP phases.

6.3. A leapfrogging analysis
The analysis we develop preserves Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s (2012) key idea that
the distribution of ndò and kò is conditioned by whether the projection that hosts the subject
and the Focus projection are conflated into a single projection or not. But we show that this line
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of analysis can be extended to kè, thus obviating the need to additionally appeal to vP phases.
For the sake of concreteness, let us assume a simple CP > TP > vP > VP clause structure, as
before. C is responsible for focus-fronting an XP, and in line with our accounts of Dinka and
Indonesian, C may only attract the closest DP. Furthermore, we assume with Bennett (2009)
and Bennett et al. (2012) that the subject raises to a vP-external position in Defaka, which we
identify as [Spec,TP]. As a result, if a nonsubject is to be A-extracted, it must first move to
an outer specifier of TP in order to be attractable by C. We also follow Bennett (2009) and
Bennett et al. (2012) in the assumption that if T and C would have the same element in their
specifiers, they are conflated into a single {C–T} projection that comprises the features of both
T and C. 23
Against this background, we propose that ndò and kò are the realization of C and that kè
is the realization of T. Their precise specifications are given in (76). All three realize [uFoc]
features, but they differ in the context of this [uFoc] feature. First, ndò in (76a) realizes [uFoc]
on a C head in the context of an overt specifier (that is, ndò is not triggered by an intermediate
landing site). Second, kò in (76b) realizes [uFoc] on a conflated {C–T} head, also in the context
of an overt specifier. Third, kè in (76c) realizes [uFoc] on a T head, the feature responsible
for leapfrogging. The restriction of ndò and kò to heads with an overt specifier is to limit
their appearance to the final landing site of the movement chain. We assume that vocabulary
insertion follows chain reduction and hence that the information about whether a copy is overt
or not is available to vocabulary insertion.
(76)

a.

/ndò/

/ [CP XP
{C–T}[u Foc] / [{C–T}P XP

↔ C[u Foc]

b. /kò/

↔

c.

↔ T[u Foc]

/kè/

As in our analyses of Dinka and Indonesian, we assume that C in Defaka may only attract the
closest element, even in cases where an intervening element is not focused. Because fronting is
associated with a focus interpretation in Defaka, we broadly adopt the analysis of Indonesian,
according to which C bears a complex probe. Unlike Indonesian, however, intervention is not
category-specific in Defaka. Fronting of PPs and adverbs requires kè and hence leapfrogging.
We therefore propose the complex probe in (77).
(77)

C: [uFoc+uX]

Here, the feature [uX] is a “catch-all” feature that is not category-specific but can instead by
matched by a variety of categories, including DPs, PPs, and adverbs. In this respect, it is similar
to the attracting feature in V2 languages like Dinka or German, where a variety of elements

23 We adopt the conflation aspect of Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s (2012) account for two reasons. First, it allows
for an easier comparison between the two approaches, demonstrating that it is possible to dispense with vP phases
while leaving other aspects of their account intact. Second, the idea that certain heads can be conflated has been
independently proposed for heads in the IP domain (Bobaljik 1995, Thráinsson 1996, Giorgi and Pianesi 1996, 1997,
Bobaljik and Thráinsson 1998), in the CP domain (Bianchi 1999), across these two domains (Gallego 2017), and in
the vP domain (Pylkkänen 2002, 2008, Harley 2017). Additionally, Legate (2011, 2014), Martinović (2015, 2019),
and Erlewine (2018) have argued that C and T can be conflated into a single head for Acehnese, Wolof and Toba
Batak, respectively. Finally, Hsu (2016, to appear) develops a general theory of head bundling across a number of
domains.
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may be used to satisfy the V2 requirement. 2⁴ In a way, then, (77) combines aspects of our analysis of Dinka (where movement involves an underspecified EPP-property) and of Indonesian
(where movement is triggered by a complex probe). Recall from the analysis of Indonesian that
complex probes like (77) cannot attract a fully-matching element over a partially-matching
one (Erlewine 2018, Coon and Keine to appear, Coon et al. to appear). As a consequence of
(77), C cannot attract a focused element over a nonfocused subject. This results in the need
for leapfrogging in the by now familiar way.
Let us consider a number of specific configurations. We begin with local-object A-movement, illustrated in (78). In this configuration, the object bears a [Foc] feature. After the
subject A-moves to [Spec,TP], it intervenes between C and the focused object. The complex
probe (77) can therefore not attract the object from its position. Object extraction thus requires
leapfrogging of the object to an outer [Spec,TP] above the subject, triggered by [uFoc] on T.
C can then attract the object to [Spec,CP] because the object matches both [uX] and [uFoc].
Given the items in (76), the derivation in (78) results in T being realized as kè and C as ndò.
(78)

Local-object fronting
obj

obj

obj

[CP DP[Foc] C[u Foc+u X] [TP t [Foc] DPsubj T[u Foc] [vP t subj v … t [Foc] ] ] ]
ndò

kè

Next, consider A-fronting of a local subject, schematized in (79). Following the proposal in
Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al. (2012), in this case C and T are conflated into a single {C–T}
head that subsumes the featural content of both C and T. Movement of the focused subject
to [Spec,{C–T}P] simultaneously satisfies T’s EPP requirement and C’s [uFoc+uX]. 2⁵ In line
with the items in (76), the {C–T} head is realized by kò.
(79)

Local-subject fronting
subj

subj

[{C–T}P DP[Foc] {C–T}[u Foc+u X] [vP t [Foc] v … ] ]
kò
Third, let us consider a configuration in which an adjunct to TP is A-extracted, such as the
temporal adverb in (70b). The structure is schematized in (80). If the to-be-focused adjunct
is base-generated below T, [uFoc] on T attracts the adjunct to an outer [Spec,TP], leading
to kè, as above. If the adjunct is base-generated in an outer [Spec,TP], [uFoc] on T agrees
with the adjunct in its base position, either as an instance of Spec–Head agreement (Mahajan

2⁴ [u X] in (77) could therefore be thought of as a maximally underspecified category feature. This conception raises the
question why the TP does not intervene for Agree between C and a DP. A plausible explanation is that TP is too local
for attraction by C (Abels 2003, 2012) and that elements that are too local are simply ignored for the operation of
probes (Branan 2019).
2⁵ See also Van Urk (2015) for the general proposal that a single movement step may satisfy both A- and A-features on
a head.
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1989, Chomsky 1991, 1993, Koopman 2006), cyclic Agree (Rezac 2003, 2004, Béjar and Rezac
2009), or Upward Agree (Zeijlstra 2012, Carstens 2016, Bjorkman and Zeijlstra 2019). 2⁶
The adverb then undergoes focus movement to [Spec,CP]. As a result, T is realized as kè,
and C is realized as ndò.
(80)

TP-adverb fronting
subj T
subj v … ] ] ]
[CP Adv[Foc] C[u Foc+u X] [TP t Adv
[u Foc] [vP t
[Foc] DP

ndò

kè

Next, let us turn to long-distance movement of an object. Such movement results in kè
in every clause that is crossed by movement and in ndò in the clause that hosts the criterial
position of the moved DP. The relevant structure is given in (81). Because CP is a phase,
extraction out of the embedded clause must proceed through [Spec,CP], which we assume
is triggered by a noncriterial counterpart of (77) on the intermediate C. 2⁷ As in the previous
cases, the [Foc]-bearing object is attracted by the embedded T, leading to leapfrogging over the
subject. After subsequent movement to the embedded [Spec,CP], the object is then attracted
by the matrix T’s [uFoc], from where it is then attractable by the matrix C. Because both
clauses hence contain a T with a checked [uFoc] feature, kè appears in both. By contrast, ndò
appears only in the matrix clause because [uFoc] on the intermediate C is not in the context
of an overt element in [Spec,CP], and insertion of ndò is therefore not licensed. 2⁸

2⁶ We note that this account requires that T in (80) bears [u Foc] despite the fact that this feature is not required to
bring about leapfrogging (that is, the adverb would be attractable by C even if T did not bear [u Foc]). This creates
a potential conflict with our analyses of Dinka and Indonesian, where we assumed that the appearance of [u Foc]
is constrained by economy. A number of possible solutions suggest themselves, and at present we have no way of
distinguishing between them. First, one could assume that [u Foc] is always present on T and hence that there simply
is no second version of T lacking [u Foc] that economy could prefer in (80). Second, rather than appealing to economy
for Dinka and Indonesian, we could instead adopt Martinović’s (2015, 2017) OCP account suggested in fn. 15. If the
OCP filter and the resulting impoverishment rule are language-specific, then the contrast between Dinka and Defaka
can be easily stated at this level. Third, we could assume with Bennett (2009) and Bennett et al. (2012) that subjects
in Defaka move to a projection higher than TP (their “SubjP”). If so, then TP-adverbs still require leapfrogging over
the subject in order to be attractable by C, and this licenses the appearance of [u Foc]. As far as we tell, the choice
between these three options is immaterial for the rest of our account.
2⁷ Other implementations of obligatory movement through the CP phase edge are of course possible so long as these are
restricted to the highest element in the clause, thus requiring leapfrogging over the embedded external argument.
2⁸ Of course, nothing prevents the embedded C from bearing a criterial [u Foc] feature. In this case, A-movement to the
embedded [Spec,CP] is terminal and not followed by movement into the matrix clause (Rizzi 2006, 2010, 2015). The
result is embedded focus fronting that is accompanied by an embedded ndò, an embedded kè. This is the correct result,
as (i) shows (the matrix kò in (i) is the result of local fronting of the matrix subject Bòmá, an instance of the derivation
in (79)).
(i) Bòmá ! kó
fàà-mà-(*kè)
[CP ándù1 ndò ìní
Boma foc.sbj say-nfut-(*ke)
canoe foc they
‘Boma said it’s a canoe that they have.’
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1

été-kè ]
have-ke
[Bennett et al. 2012:297, ex. (22)]

(81)

Nonlocal-object fronting
obj

obj

[CP DP[Foc] C[u Foc+u X] [TP t [Foc] DPsubj T[u Foc] …
ndò

kè
obj

obj

obj

[vP … V [CP t [Foc] C[u Foc+u X] [TP t [Foc] DPsubj T[u Foc] [vP … t [Foc] ] ] ] ] ] ]
∅

kè

Finally, this account also handles nonlocal-subject extraction (see (72) for an example). In
this case, the fronted embedded subject bears ndò, and kè appears on the matrix verb but not
the embedded verb. The corresponding structure is given in (82). Due to CP phasehood, the
subj–2
embedded subject (DP[Foc] in (82)) must first move to the edge of the embedded clause. Just
as in (79), the embedded CP and TP are conflated into a single projection, which attracts the
external argument to its specifier. From this position, the embedded subject must then move
to an outer matrix [Spec,TP] in order to be attractable by the matrix C (due to intervention by
the matrix subject DPsubj-1 ). It hence agrees with T’s [uFoc], followed by Agree with matrix C.
In line with (76), the matrix C is realized as ndò, the matrix T as kè, and the embedded {C–T}
as ∅ because it is not in the context of an overt specifier.
(82)

Nonlocal-subject fronting
subj–2

subj–2

[CP DP[Foc] C[u Foc+u X] [TP t [Foc] DPsubj-1 T[u Foc] [vP … V …
ndò

kè
subj–2

subj–2

[{C–T}P t [Foc] {C–T}[u Foc+u X] [vP t [Foc] … ]]]]]
∅
In sum, this alternative account of the Defaka facts derives the pertinent facts in section 6.1,
but without appeal to vP phasehood or successive-cyclic movement through [Spec,vP]. The
move away from vP phases resolves a number of problems that a vP-phase analysis faces.
First, it offers a straightforward analysis of why A-fronting of temporal and locative adverbs
requires kè without needing to stipulate that such adverbs must be base-generated at VP. As
such, unlike the vP-phase account, our account derives the crucial empirical split between
local-subject movement and movement of everything else. If the local subject is A-moved, TP
and CP conflate, bleeding both kè and ndò. If any other element is focused, it first moves to an
outer [Spec,TP], leading to kè. Second, our account establishes a closer connection between
ndò and kè. As discussed in section 6.2, because ndò is clearly located in a structurally high
position, it cannot be analyzed in terms of vP phases. Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s
(2012) phase account therefore handles kè and ndò in an unrelated manner, despite the fact
that their distribution is largely conditioned by the same factor (the presence of A-movement
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of an element other than the local subject). By locating both effects higher than vP, our analysis
ties them together more closely. Ndò appears when an element other than the local subject is
attracted to C, and these are the elements that first undergo leapfrogging over the local subject,
yielding kè.
Lastly, in contrast to our analyses of Dinka and Indonesian, we have proposed that in Defaka the intermediate landing site of a moved element is in TP, not vP. This is consistent with
Bennett’s (2009) and Bennett et al.’s (2012) claim that subjects in Defaka move to [Spec,TP].
Leapfrogging around them must therefore target an outer [Spec,TP]. On our minimality account, it follows that the location of the intermediate landing site can be variable across languages (because it is conditioned by the position of the highest DP in the clause). On our
analysis, then, kè appears at the syntactic locus of the effect (namely TP). This is not the case
on a vP-phase account. Because such an account ties the effect to vPs even though kè does not
appear in the vP, it must stipulate an indirect link between vPs and kè.
We conclude that an analysis of Defaka that does not involve vP phases is viable and offers
a more principled understanding of the empirical generalizations. Like in the case of Dinka
and Indonesian, the Defaka pattern does not provide clear evidence for vP phases.

7. Conclusion and outlook
7.1. Summary
We began this paper by identifying a number of systematic asymmetries in the locality effects
of CPs and vPs in a number of domains, including movement, φ-agreement, case assignment,
and negative concord. These locality effects exhibit the core properties of phases, and they
have in common that CPs exhibit these effects but vPs systematically do not. This suggests
that CPs and vPs are not on par as locality domains, and the traditional view that both CPs
and vPs constitute phases does not offer a straightforward explanation for these asymmetries.
Note in particular that it is not just the case that there are locality asymmetries between CPs
and vPs. Particularly instructive is the fact that these asymmetries all go in the same direction,
with CP constituting a locality domain that vP does not. We are not aware of any attempts
to account for these systematic differences between the two domains while maintaining that
they are both phasal, and it is not clear to us what such an account would look like.
These considerations led us to the question as to why it is that only CPs constitute locality
domains for these processes. We have proposed that the simplest and most principled explanation emerges if we take these asymmetries at face value: CPs are phases, but vPs are not. The
locality asymmetries then receive a principled explanation.
This view raises its own set of questions. If vP is not a phase, then previous arguments in
favor of it being phasal call for reanalysis. The central goal of this paper was to reassess various
arguments that have been made in the literature in favor of vP phases and to develop alternative analyses that do not invoke vP phasehood. We focused in particular on arguments that
are based on morphological reflexes as several other arguments only show that it is possible
to pass through [Spec,vP], a conclusion that is largely independent of the question whether
vP is a phase. We furthermore focused on reflexes that involve a subject–nonsubject split,
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which implicates a region of the clause lower than C. We investigated in detail three case
studies that meet these requirements, and we proposed counteranalyses that do not involve
vP phases. These counteranalyses share with vP-phase accounts that such elements must move
through a clause-internal intermediate landing site (though not necessarily in vP). The crucial
difference is that the need for this intermediate landing site is not caused by vP phases but
rather by minimality: C may only attract the closest element, all else equal the external argument or subject. In order for another element to be attracted to C, this element must first
leapfrog around the highest DP. This leapfrogging then manifests itself morphologically. Importantly, the limitation that C in some cases may only attract the closest element has been
independently motivated in the recent literature to account for effects unrelated to extraction
morphology (or vP phases) and it follows from general principles that govern the behavior of
complex probes.
A central difference between the leapfrogging account and a vP-phase account is that the
former does not require the effect to be at vP. If the highest DP is located in TP, then leapfrogging of a lower DP must target TP as well. By contrast, if the external argument remains in
vP, then leapfrogging targets vP as well. The landing site of leapfrogging is therefore determined by the position of the external argument, and we have argued that this is a desirable
consequence.
If these counteranalyses are successful, they suggest that at least these three case studies do
not provide empirical support for vP phases, and it makes them compatible with the broader
claim that vP is not a phase. In conjunction with the conclusion of section 3 that arguments
that involve optional intermediate movement do not provide clear support for phasehood, the
evidence for vP phases now seems fairly weak overall. One argument that we have not engaged
with here is presented by Manetta (2010, 2011) on the basis of wh-scope marking in Hindi.
Without going into the details of the argument or Manetta’s analysis, we point the reader
to Dayal (2017) for a reply and to Dayal (1994, 1996) and Lahiri (2002) for an alternative
account of these constructions that does not involve vP phases. Another important argument
for vP phases comes from Abels’s (2003, 2012) stranding generalization, which holds that
complements of phase heads may not be moved. Abels shows that VP may not be moved if it
is embedded under a vP, as predicted if vP is a phase. If vP is not a phase, this argument is in
need of reanalysis, which we leave for future work.

7.2. vPs vs. CPs
Our reanalysis of vP-phase effects as minimality raises important questions about the status of
CP phases. In particular, given our reanalysis of vP-phase effects as minimality, we should ask
whether an analogous reanalysis may be applied to CP-phase effects. If so, then phases could
be dispensed with altogether. We believe that while some arguments for CP phases invite such
a reanalysis, others do not. For the latter group, it is still necessary to appeal to CP phasehood.
An important property of phases is that, by the PIC (Chomsky 2000), the complement of
the phase head is transferred upon completion of the phase and thereby removed from the
workspace. This has the consequence that the complement will be inaccessible to all higher
probes, regardless of whether there exists an intervener or not. As a consequence, while a
minimality effect depends on the presence of an intervener that makes leapfrogging necessary,
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a traditional phase effect obtains even in the absence of an intervener. As we will now show,
several arguments for CP phasehood are of the latter type and involve effects arise even if
there is no intervener in [Spec,CP]. These effects match what is expected if CP triggers phasal
transfer of its complement, hence if CP is a phase.
For the sake of concreteness, let us consider complementizer shift in Irish (McCloskey 1979,
2001, 2002). Here, the complementizer, which normally appears in the form go as in (83a),
must appear as aL if an element has A-moved into its specifier (83b).
(83)

a.

Deir siad gur
ghoid na síogaí í.
say they C-past stole the fairies her
‘They say that the fairies stole her away.’

b.

an ghirseach a ghoid na síogaí
the girl
aL stole the fairies
‘the girl that the fairies stole away’

[McCloskey 2001:67, ex. (1a,b)]

Importantly, if long movement takes place, every complementizer along the way changes, as
shown in (84). This change is obligatory for each complementizer (McCloskey 2001:68, 2002:
185).
(84)

rud a gheall
tú a dhéanfá
thing aL promised you aL do
‘something that you promised that you would do’

[McCloskey 2001:68, ex. (4)]

While (83b) and (84) involve object extraction, aL also appears under subject extraction. An
example is provided in (85).
(85)

an t-ainm a hinnseadh dúinn [ a bhí
the name aL was-told to-us
aL was
‘the name that we were told was on the place’

ar an áit ]
on the place
[McCloskey 2002:185, ex. (5a)]

The fact that the embedded complementizer in (85) appears in the aL form reveals that the
moved subject has passed through the embedded [Spec,CP], as schematized in (86). The need
for successive cyclicity cannot be analyzed in terms of minimality or intervention (and hence
leapfrogging) because there is no intervener between the gap and the embedded [Spec,CP]
that would need to be skipped over. An account in terms of intervention would therefore
not rule out one-fell-swoop movement, contrary to fact. By contrast, CP phases and the PIC
enforce this requirement in the standard way. If CP is a phase, movement must pass through
[Spec,CP] to escape the Transfer domain, regardless of whether there are other, intervening
elements along the way.
(86)

[CP DP1 C [TP … [CP
aL

1

C [TP

1

… ]]]]

aL
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This conclusion is in line with the CP–vP asymmetries reviewed in section 2. For example, Polinsky’s (2003) and Bobaljik’s (2008) crosslinguistic generalization that long-distance
agreement (LDA) may target an element in [Spec,CP] but not an element that is more deeply
embedded in a CP holds regardless of whether there exists an intervening φ-goal (see (87), repeated from (1)). No analogous restriction holds for vPs, which block φ-agreement into them
only if they contain an external argument that constitutes a closer goal. Again, the locality
effect of CPs cannot be reduced to minimality, and in this respects it differs from vPs.
(87)

[ T[u φ] … [CP (DP[φ] ) [TP … (DP[φ] ) … ] ] ]
#

The same holds for the other dependencies reviewed in section 2: negative concord is blocked
by finite CPs even if they do not themselves constitute or contain a closer goal; dependentcase assignment is blocked by CPs regardless of whether they contain an intervening DP; and
movement that cannot target a phase edge is not allowed to skip an intermediate [Spec,CP] if
there is no intervener. In all of these respects, CPs differ from vPs.
These considerations strongly suggest that the locality effect of CPs cannot be reduced to
intervention and the resulting need for leapfrogging in the same way that we have proposed
for vPs. Instead, the locality profile of CPs is exactly what we expect if they are phases and
hence subject to the PIC. In this respect, CPs thus differ qualitatively from vPs, and treating
both as phases obscures this significant asymmetry. We conclude, therefore, that it is neither
possible nor desirable to reanalyze CPs as nonphases in the same way as we did for vPs here. Instead, attributing phasehood to the CP domain but not the vP domain offers a more principled
explanation of the patterns we observe.

Abbreviations used in glosses
acc

accusative

loc

locative

pfv

perfective

appl

applicative

neg

negation

pl

plural

erg

ergative

nfut

nonfuture

p

preposition

foc

focus

nf

nonfinite

quant quantifier

fut

future

nom

nominative

q

questions particle

f

feminine

nsv

nonsubject voice

sbj

subject

gen

gen

oblv

oblique voice

sg

singular

hab

habitual

ov

object voice

sv

subject voice

inf

infinitive

past

past

tr

transitive
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